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Scott tickled with Brady ruling
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
Calloway County Sheriff Stan Scott has won the right to enforce
the Brady law on the local level.
Scott, in conjunction with three other western Kentucky sheriffs,
filed a federal lawsuit last March after Attorney General Chris Gorman designated the Kentucky State Police as the chief law enforcement officer to handle the background checks of handgun buyers
required by the Brady law.
In an order released last week by U.S. District Judge John Heyburn, the four sheriffs involved in the suit have been designated the
chief law enforcement officer in his respective jursidiction.
The order applies only to Scott, Marshall County Sheriff Brian
Roy, Daviess County Sheriff John Bouvier and Ballard County
Sheriff Jack Stephens.

Calloway County Sheriff Stan Scott anticipates that background
checks won't require much additional work. Scott says Brady law
checks can be done better locally than at the state level.

It is unclear low the opinion reflects the authority of other law
enforcement agencies across the state.
"The federal law says the chief law enforcement officer of the
county should do the.backgmunfistlecks," Scott ai4,"Lts ll the
statute that the sheriff is the chief law enforcement _officer, not the
•
Kentucky State Poke'
Scott described the lawsuit as "friendly" and an issue of something being mandated by the federal government to be handled on
the local level that was taken away.
"There's nothing wrong with the way the KSP has been doing

But we (the local people) know the individuals better, have access to local records
and it is easier for us to do the checks."
Stan Scott
(Calloway County Sheriff)

the background checks," Scott said. "But we (the local people)
know the individuals better, have access to local records and it is
easier for us to do the checks."
Rather than having to wait five days for a response, Scott said he
thinks he can let the dealer know much quicker.
When the Brady law went into effect in February of 1994, the
KSP began conducting the background checks. The law requires
handgun applicants to pass a criminal history check.
Cony,icted talons, fvgitiy_e_s„..minorspeeptsjudged_nlentally ill,
illegal aliens and drug or alc-OhTa abusers are -disqualified.
"The problem we had with the KSP doing it was that when you
buy a gun, they only check to see if you are listed as a convicted
felon in the computer in Frankfort," Scott said. "There is no way
III See Page 2

House approves Republican tax-cut package
By DAVID ESPO
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — In a
final flourish for the "Contract
With America," the House
passed Republican tax-cut legislation Wednesday night blending
a $500-per-child tax credit with
reductions long sought by business. Democrats fought the measure to the end as too generous to
the rich.
The largely party-line vote was

246-188 to send the bill to the
Senate, where it is likely to
undergo extensive revision at the
hands of deficit-conscious lawmakers of both parties. A cheer
went up in the chamber as House
Speaker Newt Gingrich rapped
the gavel to signify passage.
Voting in favor were 219
Republicans and 27 Democrats.
Opposed were 176 Democrats,.11
Republicans and one
independent.

First District Rep. Ed Whitfield
voted in favor of the package.
"The key to solving our deficit
problem is to keep money in the
private sector, which we know
creates jobs and allows our economy to grow," Whitfield said in
a prepared statement.
Moments before the final vote,
Gingrich delivered final arguments for passage of the measure
he has called the "crowning

jewel" of the "Contract With
America." Every lawmaker, he
said, should ask: "In your constituents' lives, won't a little less
money for government and a
little more money for those families be a good thing, and isn't
that what this Congress was
elected to do?"
President Clinton, who favors a
smaller tax reduction, argued the
other side for the Democrats from
the White House, saying the

GOP's five-year, $189-billion
measure marked a return to
"trickle-down economics."
Republicans, he said, want to cut
Head Start-and education "to pay
for a tax cut for the wealthiest
Americans.... That is wrong."
But even as Clinton was warring with Republicans over taxes,
the administration reached agreement with Senate leaders on a
package of $16 billion in spending cuts in previously approved

social programs. That measure
faces a final vote in the Senate on
Thursday, as well as negotiations
with the House that earlier
approved different reductions totaling $17 billion.
In a brief interlude as the day's
debate began in both houses, the
Capitol's outdoor plaza was the
setting for a circus performance
featuring 13 elephants parading

See Page 2

Federal report
gives state
top tech marks
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky's schools are doing a
better job than most others in the
nation in preparing for the hightech world of the 21st century,
according to the investigative arm
of Congress.
The General Accounting Office
report shows Kentucky tied for
seventh in having the most computers per student. ,
Kentucky also ranked in the
top 10 in the country in the percentage of schools reporting sufficient computer networks, fiber
optic cables, televisions, cable
television and VCRs.
After surveying 7,800 schools
last year, the GAO concluded that
most schools nationwide "are
unprepared for the 21st century in
critical areas."
Many schools have computers
and televisions, but don't have
the computer networks and other
technology that will enable teachers and children to make best use
of the high-tech gadgets, said the
report released Tuesday.
The survey pointed out that
Kentucky schools have a long
way to go in many areas, but said
they are ahead of their counterparts in other states.
"The perception of Kentucky
is we're backward, and, really,
that perception needs to be tossed
out the window," said Cindy
Heine, associate executive direc-

tor of the Lexington-based Prichard Committee for Academic
Excellence.
Kentucky still has plenty of
rural, isolated schools — like
Western Elementary in Anderson
County, which is surrounded by
miles of vacant hillsides dotted
with cows.
But the new technology is
helping fourth graders there converse on the Internet with professors at the University of Kentucky, and trade information about
their turnip-growing project with
students at another school.
"This is a rural school, but it's
not remote because you can call
anywhere on the Internet," said
Principal Joe Reister.
The Kentucky Education
Reform Act of 1990 sparked the
state's leap into the computer
age.
"There has been a tremendous
infusion of technology into the
schools ... starting in the spring
of 1993," said Don Coffman, the
state's associate commissioner
for education technology.
He said the state's new hightechnology system is supposed to
be completed by June 1998, but it
is behind schedule largely
because the legislature has not
appropriated as much money for

IN See Page 2
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SPRING BREAKIN': Brian Tucker, a third grader at East Calloway Elementary School, whips his four-wheeler around his family's property
on Hwy. 464 Wednesday. Area schools return to classes April 10.

Accident leaves family hospitalized
By E.L. GOLD
Stall Writer
A Murray man and his two
young daughters remain hospitalized Thursday for injuries they
sustained Wednesday night in a
head-on collision with a tractortrailer on U.S. 641 about one
mile south of Murray.

State police said Troy Wayne
Turner, 25, of Murray, was driving north toward Murray with his
daughters, Tamara, 2, and
Samantha, 1, when ha lost control
of his 1986 Nissan -and crossed
the center line into the path of a
1993 Freightliner tractor-trailer.
The collision occured at 9:15

p.m.
Turner received extensive injuries, according to a state police
report, and is listed in stable condition at Lourdes Hospital in
Paducah.
Tamara and Samantha Turner
received serious injuries and were
transported to the Children's

Hospital of.Vanderbilt University
Medical Center in Nashville,
where they are listed in critical
condition in the intensive care
unit.
The tractor-trailer was driven
by John Jennings, 47, of Ken12 SO, P1190 21—

_
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II Accident...
restrained in the vehicle.
"I'm assuming if they were
less than 40 inches tall and the
report says they had seatbelts on
that means they were in the proper child restraint seats," Robertson said.
The speeds of the vehicles
were nor listed on the report.
KSP trooper Tom Rottinghaus
investigated the wreck but was
unavailable for comment
Thursday.
The Calloway County sheriff's
office and Calloway County Fire
and Rescue personnel assisted the
state police at the scene.

FROM PAGE 1
nings, Tenn. Jennings, who was
wearing a seatbelt at the time,
was not injured in the collision.
Kentucky State Police spokesman Chuck Robertson said details of the accident report were
incomplete Thursday morning,
but possible charges were pending in the case.
He declined to say what those
charges might be.
According to the pohce report,
Turner was not wearing a seatbelt
at the time of the accident, but
the children were properly
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Lawmakers talk about possible session
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Two legislative leaders offered
different views on a special session of the General Assembly
that Gov. Brereton Jones might
call to get funding for some construction projects turned down
last year.
Senate President John "Eck"
Rose said the Senate could be
receptive to a special session, but
House Speaker Jody Richards
said he hopes Jones doesn't issue
the call.
Richards said the projects' fate
should be decided along with the
overall budget during next year's

regular session.
The comments Wednesday
from the two top leaders seem to
be a reversal from a year ago,
when House budget conferees
pushed to fund a long list of projects but were blocked by the
Senate.
But Richards and Rose said
they have not switched sides.
They both stressed that they have
not spoken with Jones about the
matter, so they don't know which
projects he might put on an
agenda.
Richards said he still thinks the

projects the governor is considering are worthy, "but I think we
ought to deal with all the projects
in the context of the total
budget."
Richards, a Bowling Green
Democrat whose district includes
Western Kentucky University,
said he's particularly concerned
that the needs of higher education
be addressed in the next budget.
Rose's critics say he has flipflopped on the issue, but he
argued that the Senate had no
choice last year but to block
some worthy projects because
Jones included them along with
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"pork" projects, and the state
couldn't afford them all.
Jones said last week that he
wanted to give the Senate one
last chance to approve some
education-related projects
rejected in 1994.
Rose is running for the Democratic nomination for governor.
He said Wednesday that he
wouldn't be surprised if Jones
called a session before the May
primary "to get me off the road,
because very clearly he's supporting Mr. Patton," referring to
Lt. Gov. Paul Patton.

REPORTS
CALLOWAY COUNTY FIRE-RESCUE
Notice:
.According to Chief Greg Cherry, the Calloway County FireRescue is not going door to door or conducting a telephone
campaign to solicit donations at this time.
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— NEW LOCATION —
Dr. James W. Courtney, Optometrist
and Staff
want to introduce

Courtney Vision Center
1208 Johnson Blvd.
759-1429

Dr, James W. Courtney

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
For Your Convenience Now Offers

UPS Pick-Up
Daily Monday-Friday
Ship Weekly & Save Money
M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-S p.m.
Hwy. 641 N. Olympic Plaza

UPS

•Scott...
FROM PAGE 1
they can know what happened
two weeks ago or even
yesterday."
Because of these limitations,
Scott said it is important for local
officials to be allowed to handle
the background checks.
"Even though the corkvicted
felons may be caught, there are
many people who shouldn't have
guns that slip through the
cracks," Scott said. "There may
be some departments who don't
want to mess with it. That's fine,
but we should at least be given
the choice."
Scott said he volunteered to do
the background checks when the
law was first passed.
"We have about 80 gun dealers
in the county, many of whom

operate small operations out of
their homes," Scott said. "Many
of them have come in and I have
faxed their forms to Frankfort."
He said the response he has
gotten from residents has been
overwhelmingly in favor of local
control.
"We felt this was something
that was being taken away from
us," he said.

of the Brady checks within 60
days.
Heybum said that unless officers in other jurisdictions object,
the KSP will continue to handle
background checks for those
areas.
"We probably have an average
of five to 10 background checks a
week," Scott said. "I don't anticipate there will be any problems
handling them. I think we will be
At this point, exact details' able to do a better job and weed
about how the KSP will relin- out those who shouldn't have
quish control are sketchy. In his guns."
order, Heybum suggested that the
Scott said he is unsure whether
state police meet with representa- his office will be paid to handle
tives of the four agencies within the background checks.
45 days for the purpose of select"The state legislature has been
ing a chief law enforcement using money from court fines to
officer for each county.
pay the KSP about $5 per backOnce the designation is made, ground check," Scott said.
the KSP must relinquish control
Another ratibnale for moving

the checks to the local level is
because of another law regarding
gun owners.
"Another law was added that
states that anyone who has a
restraining order against them or
is involved in a domestic violence dispute is not allowed to
have any kind of weapon in his
possession," Scott said. "That's
another thing we have to deal
with locally. We've had too many
domestic situations and emergency protective orders filed."
In spite of the ruling, Scott
said he thinks there will be a
strong effort to repeal the Brady
law.
"I really think there are enough
laws on the books now," he said.
"We get as many incidents with
knives as we do with guns."

IN House...
FROM PAGE 1
docilely around a temporary, redcarpeted ring. "We have the outer circus and the inner circus,"
joshed Gingrich — and with that,
at least, the Democrats could
agree.
In the Senate, the tax-cut bill
will join many other Housepassed components of the "Contract With America" — welfare,
crime, changes in the civil justice
system among them — facing
extensive changes.
"We're going to have a tax
bill," said Senate Majority Lead-
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er Bob Dole, R-Kan. But with
deficit-conscious Republicans in
positions of influence, Dole
added, "We didn't get elected
just to rubber stamp everything
the House did."
Even so, House passage
marked an extraordinary achievement for Gingrich, R-Ga., and
other Republicans who promised
to use their first 100 days in power to advance a conservative
agenda of less government and
lower taxes.
"This is the last step" in the
"Contract," Gingrich said, as he
held aloft his now-familiar laminated copy of the GOP campaign
manifesto, bearing holes punched
earlier to signify House passage
of other measures.
Debate began before noon, and
lawmakers were still at it 11
hours later.
"Under the Democrats, tax
increases were the answer to
every question," said Rep. Bill
Archer, the conservative Texan
who heads the tax-writing Ways

and Means Committee. "When
this bill is passed, the tax-raising
legacy of President Clinton and
his party will officially be over."
But Democratic Whip David
Bonior of Michigan, countered,
"Let's do something for middleincome families for a change."
Clinton's alternative tax-cut
proposal wasn't scheduled for a
vote in the House. Minority
Leader Dick Gephardt, D-Mo.,
backed an alternative seeking
$31.6 billion in cuts over five
years — one-sixth the size of the
Republican measure — and consisting of breaks to help students
and expand benefits for Individual Retirement Accounts. It was
rejected, 313-119.
The daylong debate was unusually pointed at times. On many
occasions, a Democratic critic of
the bill was followed to the
podium by a Republican who
estimated the number of children
in the Democrat's congressional
district whose parents would benefit from the tax cuts.

Republicans also sought to turn
the Democratic "fairness" argument on its head. After Rep. Cardiss Collins, D-Ill., spoke in
opposition to the GOP bill, Rep.
Dennis Hastert, R-Ill., accused
Collins and other Democrats of
approving a "mean-spirited" tax
hike on senior citizens as part of
Clinton's budget in 1993. The
GOP bill repeals it, he said,
adding, "I call that fairness."
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Although the Republican leaders earlier in the week worked
out a compromise with deficitconscious Republicans, it wasn't
until a few hours before the procedural vote that they expressed
certainty that they had coaxed
enough reluctant GOP rank-andfile lawmakers on board to assure
their success.
They were still battling the
remnants of a rebellion by lawmakers wanting to deny the full
$500-per-child tax credit to families with incomes over $95,000.

III Federal...
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FROM PAGE 1
education technology as originally envisioned.
The GAO study does not say
that Kentucky is in great shape.
Kentucky simply is not doing as
bad as many other states.
"What it says is even though
we're feeling frustrated with what
we're trying to do with technology ... we really are far ahead of
the rest of the country, which is
very exciting," Heine said.

Kentucky still has a long ways
to go. For instance, more than a
third of Kentucky schools
surveyed told the GAO that they
did not have sufficient computer
networks — computers that are
linked so that they can communicate with each other.
But Kentucky still ranked
seventh in the country in this
category.
And although Kentucky had
one computer for every 10.2 students, Coffman said the state's

master plan calls for having a
computer for each teacher and a
computer for every six students.
More than half of Kentucky's
schools said they did not have
enough modems or phone lines
for modems. Kentucky ranked
about average nationally in each
category.
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One in five Kentucky schools
reported insufficient printers, but
the state still tied for 15th in the
country.
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Spring concert
set for Sunday
The Murray State University
Chamber Singers will present
their spring concert on Sunday,
April 9 at 330 p.m. in Farrell
Recital Hall, Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center. The program will
include madrigals by Orlando di
lasso, John Dowland, Henry Purcell and Adriano Banchieri. Additionally the "Missa Brevis St.
Joannis de Deo" by Haydn will
be performed. This mass was
composed for the monastic
"Order of the Brothers of Mercy"
in Vienna about 1775. The concert will conclude with "Remembrances of Love," settings of
romantic poetry by James
McCray.
The MSU Chamber Singers is
a 16 voice choral ensemble
drawn from the MSU Concert
Choir. They rehearse twice a
week for 50 minutes and specialize in early music performance
and music composed specifically
for small choral ensembles.
Choir members from Kentucky
are Anne Cowherd of Paducah,
April Fisk of .Murray, Rebecca
Jent of Eddyville, Julie Zieman
of Hopkinsville, LaKeshia Hamilton of Radcliff, Corey Crider of
Marion, Craig Dickerson of Burns, Todd Terry of Franklin; as
well as Wendi Bates, Stephen
Keene, Blake Spencer and Jack
Wilhoit, all of Louisville. Additional members of the choir
include Jennifer Lake of Dyersburg, Tenn., Julie Causer of
Olney, Ill., Christina Parker of
Manchester, N.H., and Justin Patton of Evansville, Ind.
Pat Bomba is the accompanist
for the ensemble and the Chamber Singers are conducted by Dr.
Bradley Almquist, director of
choral activities at Murray State
University. The public is invited
to attend this free-concert.
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Red Cross plans
pathogens class
The Calloway County Chapter of
the American Red Cross will conduct a bloodborne pathogens class
called "Preventing DiceAce Transmission" on Saturday, April 15,
from 3 to6p.m. It wW be held in the
Education Area on the third floor of
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Kenny Reynolds will be the
instructor.
The mandate for this course
comes from OSHA,the department
of labor. While OSHA does not
certify any course,they are familiar
with the Red Cross course and have
encouraged companies to call on
Red Cross for their BBP training.
If you are interested in this class,
or if your company would be interested in setting up another class,call
the Red Cross office at 753-1421
from 9 a.m. to noon and 1 to 4 p.m.
Monday through Friday. Red Cross
is a United Way Agency.
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5988

9988

OUT ON THESE TERRIFIC VALUES

DON'T
REG. $1239.00

REG. 94880.00

REG. $4901.00

REG. $1490.00

JOPPER NARROW CURIO

SOFA AND LOVE SEAT

HARDEN EQUESTRIAN ARMOIRIE

HANCOCK MOORE LEATHER CHAIR

$61988

Includes All The Extras. Narrow Size Assures
Fit In Many Places. This Won't Last Long.

$194988

Ekgant Stying In Striking Red Stripe Fabric Dress
Maker Skirt Focal Point For Room • Quality Seating.

DEL ,Y AVAILABLE
LARGE SELECTION
CUSTOM BEDSPREADS
SAVE

$239588

Tal-Eleganl-Anique Leaking Deep Caning Detail Irio Luxunous Solid Hardoxcl. Famous Maker Harden Insures Oualily.

SAVE
UP TO

50°/0

BRING YOUR TRUCK-VAN-PICKUP
LARGE SELECTION
PICTURES-LAMPS-ACCESSORIES

Oh

MERCHANDISE • AS IS"
$500,000.00
•

40%

200 TO CHOOSE FROM
ALL DESIGNS

SAVE
UP TO

60%

MURRY•HURRYI
OUT IT GOE
BARGAINS
•

HANDMADE-HANDKNOTTED

ORIENTAL RUGS
SAVE
TO GO%

869988

Sold Rich Mahogany,Goose Neck Arno,Carved Legs, Hand
Tufted Elegant Top Grain Leather. A Colectots Piece,

QukoMartin
.

..111t.efiON Of

nktinction"

"firrirOAKID.

Reg
$1799.00
$844.00
$1339.00
$1995.00
$1230.00 Et
$1329.00

Sale
HENREDON WING CHAIR
'599.88
HARDEN COUNTRY CHAIR '199.88
MAHOGANY CURIO
'889.88
QUEEN SLEEPER STRIPE "798.88
JEWEL TONE CLUB CHAIRS '492.88 Es
CAMEL BACK SOFA
'884.88
9
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WASHINGTON TODAY

Democrats unite
to defeat GOP
Contract items
By JILL LAWRENCE
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Democrats voted in droves against
term-limit and balanced-budget amendments to the Constitution,
the two most popular items on the Republican agenda. They have
proven they're capable of thwarting the GOP majority, but at what
price?
House Speaker Newt Gingrich and Senate Majority Leader Bob
Dole vow that it will be a high one. Both have made raw political
threats aimed at Democrats they blame for the two failures. Gingrich, R-Ga., has even suggested Democrats have apolitical death
wish.
At first glance it's hard to fathoms apolitical rationale for lining
up en masse against constitutional amendments that have -70-percent-plus support in public opinion polls.
But Republicans were rewarded rather than penalized in the last
election after killing off legislation. They blocked health care
reform and several other major initiatives late last fall. And Democrats are banking on the same kind of success.
"They're saying no, no, no," said Republican pollster Bill
IvicInturff. "They are systematically imitating what they perceive
to be the Republican behavior of 1994."

WASHINGTON (AP) — Over
a long lunch of monkfish and
asparagus, President Clinton and
British Prime Minister John
Major reflected on global problems. At the other end of Penisylvania Avenue, the Republican Congress had its eye on cutting Americans' taxes.
The next day, the White House
luncheon guest was Egyptian
President Hosni Mubarak, a key
broker in the Middle East peace
process. While the two presidents
ate and talked, House Republicans were winning a test vote on
their $189 billion tax-cut bill.
Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto
of Pakistan is in town today for
meetings on Capitol Hill. She'll
have lunch on Tuesday with Clinton, who will be out of town over
the weekend. They will talk about
the tensions between Pakistan
and India and both countries'
nuclear weapons ambitions.
All three foreign leaders had
meetings on Capitol Hill too, but
they were behind the scenes, no
competition for the attention
given the tax debate.
The impression is of a president up to his ears in foreign policy — and of a Congress tending
to business at home.
George Bush loved these foreign policy moments, the meetings

ANAYLSIS

DONALD M. ROTHBERG
AP Diplomatic Writer
with other world leaders, the
challenge of grappling with global problems. But as Clinton
knows so well, Bush's fixation
with foreign policy was one reason he lost the 1992 election.
The overlapping visits of
Major, Mubarak and Bhutto are
unusual, even for Washington.
But the pomp was kept to a minimum. In the jargon of protocol
officers, all three were on "official working visits." That gets
them lunch, but no White House
dinner.
After her lunch with Clinton
and an afternoon of meetings
with administration officials, the
Pakistani prime minister will be
guest of honor at a dinner given
by Vice President Al Gore. That
doesn't count for nearly as much
in the world of protocol as a
White House dinner.
The key word was "working."
An "official visit" rates a-tlinner
and a 19-gun salute during the,

arrival. Top-of-the-line is a state
visit with a fancier dinner and
21-gun salute.
No such ceremony for these
visitors. But there was no escaping the headlines about CIA links
to killings in Guatemala, and
Russia doing nuclear business
with Iran.
When Clinton and Major faced
reporters in the White House East
Room on Tuesday, the president
accepted with relish an opening
question that ignored his foreign
policy agenda.
"I'd like to ask you about two
tax matters at home," began the
questioner.
For the next few moments
Clinton could turn away from
NATO and Bosnia and
U.S.-British tensions over Northern 'Ireland.
"We should not be cutting taxes in ways that benefit very
wvalthy A,itericans -and require
us in turn to cut education," the

president said.
Before he met w ith Mubarak
on Wednesday, the president
went to a local hotel to tell a
union audience that Republicans
were cutting essential programs
such as Head Start and education
"to pay for a tax cut for the
wealthiest Americans. ... That is
wrong."
When he and Mubarak held
their post-lunch news conference,
Clinton had to wait a little longer
for a question on domestic issues.
But when asked to comment on
the first 100 days of Republican
control of Congress, he
responded at length and gave the
GOP mixed reviews.
He praised congressional backing for a presidential line-item
veto and for restricting the ability
of the federal government to
impose programs on states without paying for them.

Few Democrats argued against it on constitutional grounds.
Instead many withheld their votes after Republicans refused to put
the Social Security trust fund explicitly off-limits to budget-cutters.
"There is satisfaction in the realization that we're protecting
something that the American people feel very strongly about," said
Senate Minority Leader Tom Daschle, D-S.D. "I think Republicans
are just as vulnerable politically as any Democrat who may have
voted against it., as long as they're unwilling to take Social Security
out of the calculation."
Public support for a balanced-budget amendment drops sharply
when people are asked if Social Security, Medicare and other entitlements should be cut in order to erase the federal deficit. The
findings lead even some Republican strategists to conclude that
Democrats may fend off campaign attacks on the issue.
A nonpartisan researcher, polling director Andy Kohut of the
Times Mirror Center for the People and the Press, agreed with
Democrats that people generally are more concerned about issues
like crime and wages than political reforms such as term limits and
a balanced budget amendment.
On the other hand, Kohut said, those reforms are extremely
important to the independent-minded voters who supported Ross
Perot in the last presidential election. And, as he pointed out., "both
parties need them."
Democrats have reaped a public relations windfall from the GOP
drives to rein in welfare and nutrition programs and at the same
time cut taxes, with many benefits accruing to corporations and the
wealthy.
Just last Friday, Republicans were trying to kill a proposed tax
on rich people who renounce their citizenship to avoid taxes, while
Democrats held a press conference to promote an increase in the
minimum wage.
Democrats are stressing that type of contrast over and over, hoping it will overshadow other less appealing types of contrasts on
term limits and the balanced-budget amendment.
Republicans already are accusing them of obstructionism. In
their own view, Democrats are protecting the social contract and
the Constitution.
The campaign rolls along.
EDITOR'S NOTE — Jill Lawrence covers Congress for The
Associated Press.
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M. Rothberg has covered
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The objective is to suggest that Republicans are incapable of
delivering the changes they promised. The risk is that Democrats
could be viewed as the reason why.
That didn't stop 80 percent of them from voting against limiting
their own terms. Gingrich chalked up the massive Democratic
opposition to cynical self-interest while insisting that dozens of
GOP opponents acted on high principle. In fact both parties made
the same arguments against the proposition: essentially that it was
anti-democratic and unnecessary.
"If they (voters) want to get rid of any of us, they can. And I
might add, they are doing a pretty good job of it," quipped House
Minority Leader Dick Gephardt, D-Mo. Until this year, he was the
majority leader.
Gephardt contends term limits won't be nearly as important to
voters as jobs, wages, education, health care and crime. "He should
quit meeting with Democratic consultants," Gingrich retorted on
hearing this.
One of those consultants, pollster Mark Mellman, said term limits don't even rate an asterisk when people are asked to name the
most important problems facing the country. "I'm not convinced
they're going to be decisive" in the next election, he said.
The balanced-budget amendment to the Constitution got its
requisite two-thirds majority in the House, only to be stopped dead
in the Senate by a one-vote margin. Opponents included a sole
Republican — Mark Hatfield of Oregon — and six Democrats who
had previously supported the amendment.
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White House staffers tested
There was some interesting testimony last Monday (March 27)
before a Senate appropriations subcommittee looking into drug testing. The director of the White
House Office of Administration,
Patsy Thomasson -- who, with Hillary Rodham Clinton, picked many
of the senior people in the Administration -- admitted under sharp
questioning by Sen. Richard Shelby
(R-Ala.) that 11 White House staff
members have been enrolled in
special random drug-testing program because of concerrks about
"recent drug use." She had previously mentioned the figure in a
written response to the inquiries of
Rep. Frank Wolf (R-Va.), but this
was the first time details were
mentioned at a public hearing.
Thomasson did not elaborate on
what she meant by recent drug use.
And she revealed that volunteer
without adequate security clearances have been given access to
sensitive areas in both the East and
West Wings of the White House.
Who are these volunteers? One
can only speculate. It's safe to say
they aren't from the traditional values-promoting Family Research
Council.
Such access contradicts testimony Thomasson gave to the subcommittee last year. At that time,
she denied that any volunteers had
access to the West Wing where the
Oval Office is located.
Under the White House's colorcoded security system, blue passes
allow access to both the President's
and Vice President's offices. Now
Thomasson has acknowledged that
some blue passes had been issued to
volunteers.

Even those with short-term memories may recall that last December, while Newt Gingrich was the
Speaker-in-waiting, he suggested
that the reason so many people
working in the White House had
delayed getting their official access
passes was because they had used
illegal drugs. For such persons to
submit to the background checks
required of all pass applicants
would have meant divulging that
drug use, possible denial of a security clearance and the passrs, and
bad publicity for the Administration. So they were given temporary
passes instead.
Gingrich quoted a "senior law
enforcement official" as saying that
up to 25 percent of White House
staff members had used drugs as

recently as within "four or five
years" of joining the Clinton staff.
The media and the Democrats
outbid each other in outrage.
Editorials spoke of character assassination and worse. White House
Chief of Staff Leon Panetta said of
Gingrich, "His charges are absolutely false. There is no one in the
White House who uses drugs. If
Newt Gingrich has evidence to the
contrary, he ought to tell me about
it, he ought to make it public,and I'll
fire them."
Does being enrolled in the random drug-testing program because
of recent drug use meet Panetta's
test? One eagerly waits to see if
heads will roll.
When Rep. Wolf raised questions

Attention Washington!
PRESIDENT BILL CLINTON
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, Washington, D.C. 20500
U.S. REP. ED WHITFIELD
202-225-3115 (iVashington)
•
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
173A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington) .

about the delay in finishing security
clearances for all White House
Administration
the
staffers,
stonewalled. Wolfs investigation
of some staff members uncovered
cases of past drug use and drug
convictions, years of unpaid taxes,
unpaid debts and financial irregularities. All of these could have
been grounds for denial by the
Secret Service of a permanent pass.
The right pass allows the holder
full access to the White House,
including the President and Vice
President and any papers one might
see lying around. Such accesss
ought not to be provided to "volunteers" who have not received the
proper clearances, neither should it
be granted to people who have not
cleared the usual FBI background
checks.
Wolfs office requested a General
Accounting Office investigation
into the pass matter last year. It is
ongoing. A congressional source,
who wishes to remain anonymous,
says the investigation was hampered because of the "slow and
painful response of the White
House." Things picked up, the
source says, after the November
election, and White House compliance is said to have improved.
How many White House staffers
who ought to have permanent passes still don't have thbrn, and why
not? What's holding up their clearances? Have they submitted the
required paperwork? These and
other questions should be answered
immediately.
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*Juliette' available at shelter
OAKWOOD STUDIO photo

JO'S DATEBOOK

This is "Juliette," a German Shepherd mix, who has been a wonderful friend at the Animal Shelter
A spayed, friendly female who
loves people, she has been con.
fined in her kennel much too long.
She has been walked each day
with the assistance of some wonderful volunteers; however she
does need to find her own lifelong, loving home. Marilyn Arcoli,
shelter director, said she wants to
thank all of the local veterinarians
for their continuing support and
care of the horses and to the
many people in the community
who have donated time and
money to the rescue of the horses
who will be available for adoption
in mid-April.

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
ALL fundraiser on Saturday
The Associated Ladies for Lipscomb announce their spring fundraiser will be a large yard sale on Saturday. April 8, from 7 a.m. to
2 p.m. at 1618 Sycamore St., Murray. In addition to their pecans at a
reduced price and cookbooks, there will be furniture, cookware, dishes and more. All proceeds will go to their Lipscomb Scholarship
Fund. Everyone is invited to come, browse and buy, a member said.

Ham breakfast will be Saturday
The spring ham breakfast of Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons will be Saturday, April 8, from 6 to 10 a.m. at the
lodge hall on Highway 121 North, Coldwater Road, at Highway
1660, Johnny Robertson Road, Murray. A donation of $4 per person
is requested with funds to go toward repair of the roof of the lodge
hall. The public is invited to attend.

Mowing classes scheduled

Tharpe reunion on Saturday
A reunion of all class members who attended Tharpe School in
Land Between the Lakes will be Saturday, April 8, from 4 to 8 p.m.
at Brandon Springs Group Camp in LBL. For information call
1-901-642-9356 or 1-901-615-232-5395.

Greater Hope plans events
Greater Hope Baptist Church will present a musical program on
Saturday, April 8, at 7 p.m. at Weaks Community Center. Guests
will be from Mt. Carmel Church at Chicago, Ill. On Sunday, April 9,
the Rev. Charles Ivy of the Mt. Carmel Church will be the guest
speaker at 11 a.m. service at Weaks Community Center. A meal will
be served after the worship service.

Mason's Chapel plans service
Mason's Chapel United Methodist Church will host a communitywide Pahn Sunday Service on Sunday, April -9&6-p.m. The Rev,
Bob Saywell, pastor of South Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church, will be the speaker. The public is inited to attend.

German Shepherd Dog Club to meet
German Shepherd Dog Club of West Kentucky will meet Thursday, April 6, at 7:30 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. All
members and visitors are invited to attend. For more information call
436-2858.

Auditions are scheduled
Auditions for Meredith Willson's "The Music Man" will be at
Playhouse in the Park on Sunday and Monday, April 9 and 10, at 7
p.m. There are parts for 15 men, seven women and a boy and a girl,
age 10. Also there are chorus parts for adults and teenagers as well
as parts for teenaged dancers. For more information call 759-1752.

Freedom Fest deadline Friday
Freedom Fest is rapidly approaching and deadlines are drawing
nearer. The deadline for Freedom Fest Event Sponsorships and Taste
of Murray applications for Family Night in the Park is April 7. It is
very important to the planning and organization of Freedom Fest
that all applications be in by the appointed deadline. For more information concerning Freedom Fest or any application, contact Kasey
or Kathy at Freedom Fest Headquarters at 759-2199 or
1-800-715-5004.

Kirksey-area Seniors will meet
The Kirksey-area Senior Citizens Group will have its monthly
meeting on Monday, April 10, at Kirksey United Methodist Church.
A potluck luncheon will be served at noon. The speaker will be Cindy Tumbow of C & C Nursery who will discuss landscaping and
flower gardening. All senior adults in the Kirksey area are invited to
attend.

SERVICE NOTES
NAVY SEAMAN RECRUIT
THOMAS W. DUFF, a 1994
gradute of Calloway County High
School, Murray, recently completed U.S. Navy basic training at
Recruit Training Command,
Great Lakes, Ill.
During the eight-week program, Duff completed a variety of
training which included classroom study, practical hands-on
instruction, and an emphasis on
physical fitness.
In particular, Duff learned naval customs, first aid, fire fighting,
water safety and survival, and a

PROTECT
YOURSELF...
And those you care
about by exposing them to the
beneficial effects of the
Skin Wellness' Program — a public
service skin cancer awareness
and prevention program. It's FREE!
And it's informative! For more
information, call me.

4aLMARY KAY'
FACE TO-FACE BEAUTY ADVICE

Susan Cunningham
Independent Beauty Consultant
Sales Direcbr

753-2207
Career Opportunity
Available

variety of safety skills required
for working around ships and
aircraft.
Duff also received instruction
on the Navy's core values —
honor, courage and commitment;
and what the words mean in
guiding personal and professional
conduct.

Shana Richelle Lamb an
Jason Travis Hamby to many

Lamb-Hamby wedding
vows to be said May 27
The engagement and approaching marriage of Shana Richelle Lamb
to Jason Travis Hamby, son of Ralph and Carolyn Hamby of St. Charles, have been announced by the bride-elect's parents, Richard and
Mary Ann Lamb of Murray.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Modena Carroll of Murray
and Charles and Barbara Lamb of Coldwater, and the greatgranddaughter of Mrs. Dathel Wilkerson.
The groomrelec14,1_ the grandsork4 Isjell.faster of riononville_and
Della Hamby of St. Charles.
Miss Lamb is attending Murray State -University and is currently
employed at Wal-Mart.
Mr. Hamby will graduate from Murray State University in May
with a Bachelor of Science degree in mathematics. He is employed at
Wal-Mart at Madisonville.
The wedding vows will be exchanged on Saturday, May 27, 1995,
at 2:30 p.m. at First Christian Church, Murray.
A reception will follow in the fellowship hall of the church.
Only out-of-town invitations will be mailed. All relatives and
friends are invited to attend the wedding and the reception.

Briggs & Stratton and the Calloway County Chapter of the American Red Cross will sponsor three
"Knowing Mowing" classes starting
in April at Murray's Briggs &
Stratton Company on Main St.
The classes will be as follows:
Saturday, April 22, from 8 a.m. to
noon; Saturday, April 29 from 1 to 4
p.m.; and on Saturday, May 6,from
8 a.m. to noon.
Mike Basiak, safety director at
Briggs & Stratton, is the instructor.
"With mowing sr-sson upon us,
we urge everyone of all ages to take
one of these classes," said Peggy
Billington, executive director of the
Calloway County Chapter of the
American Red Cross. When interviewed about the
class, Basiak said, "Even the Most
experienced mower will learn from
this class. I've mowed for years and
April 17-18-19

BUY

LIGHT BULBS
FROM A LION

Horse shows planned
Wranglers Riding Club has two
special shows scheduled for this
weekend at the club's show
grounds, located 21/2 miles east
of Murray on Van Cleave Road,
off Highway 94 East, Murray.
A club show for members only
will be Friday, April 7, at 7 p.m.
Membership fees are $25 for
family and $10 for single, and
will be accepted all year long and
are good until Dec. 31, 1995.
There will be 38 classes with
an entry fee of $1 per class. Club
shows are point shows with
points for five places.
An open horse show will be
Saturday, April 8, at 6 p.m. with
the rain date being April 21 at 7
p.m.
Thirty-three classes will be
featured including Pony Lead
Line, Open Halter, Open Lead
Line, Pony Pleasure, Plantation
Saddle Horse, Junior Western
Pleasure, English Pleasure, Youth
Western Pleasure, Fox Trot, Tennessee Walking Horse Class,
Ladies Western Pleasure, Style
Rack, Men's Western Pleasure,
Country Pleasure, Open Western
Pleasure, Open Rack, Children's
Special Event, Trail Class, Train-

11

I have still learned some things."
Briggs & Stratton, manufacturer
of small engines in the United
States, works with the Red Cross
throughout the United States.
"The Red Cross is very concerned with safety and we are really
proud to have the opportunity to
work with such a fine organization
Stratton," said
asBillBinrigggtosn.&
Peggy
Red Cross is a United Way
Agency.
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Pier 1 Imports is
pleased to have Shana
Lamb, bride-elect of
Travis Hamby, join our
bridal registry by choosing decorative accessories.
University Plaza • Chestnut St.
753-1851

Need full
color Posters?

ing Barrels, Pewee Barrels,
Youth Barrels, Ladies Barrels,
Open Barrells, Open 3D Barrels,
Training Poles, Pewee Poles,
Youth Poles, Ladies Poles, Men's
Poles, Open Poles, Youth Flags,
Open Flags and Open Speed.
Free admission and concession
stand will be available. For more
information call Gary Ahart,
437-4838 Or Kenneth Conner,
437-4763.

Brochures?
Computer
Layout?
A

Call 753-7050

Aubrey Wayne
Summers born
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffery Lynn
Summers of Rt. 2, Box 53, Murray, are the parents of a son,
Aubrey Wayne Summers, born on
Friday, March 31, 1995, at 2 p.m.
at Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed seven
pounds three ounces and measured 20'A inches. The mother is
the former April Lynn. A sister is
Megan Summers.
Grandparents are Curtiss Wayne and Betty Johnston of Madisonville and Aubrey and Barbara
Summers of Hopkinsville.

BVDAL

Easter Dresses
Girls Infant thru Preteen
Boys Infant thru 16

as.

-C3
Children's Specialty Shop
2122 Broadway•Paducah
Mon.-Sat. 0:30-5:0o

Murray Woman's Club
Sigma Department

SPRING
BREAKFAST
Saturday, April 15
7 a.m. - 11 a.m.
St. Leo Parish Center
12th & Payne, Murray

407
N. 12th. St.
Murray

753-1725
('reative Landscaping

We Are Open!

Eggs
Sausage

Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sunday 1-5 p.m.

HAPPY HOUR!

Friday 5:30-7:30 p.m.

Bacon
Biscuit & Gravy
Hashbrown Casserole
Donut Holes
Beverage

15% OFF STOREWIDE

Tulip Magnolia & Forsythia
Creeping Phlox
Azaleas
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Patties

It,

1/2 Price
$1.50
All Colors
thy mom mill q Inv Ho vilii
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$5.00 Adults & Children
Children 3 and under eat free
Tickets may be purchased at:
Pier 1 • Crass Furniture
Peoples Bank • Fringe Benefits
Tickets will also be available at the door.
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CALENDAR
Thursday, April 6
"Anything Goes" musical/8
p m /Johnson Theatre, Doyle Fine Arts
Center, Murray State Info/762-6797
Divorc• Recovery Support
Group/7-8 30 p m./Westside Baptist
Church Info/753-5584
Adult Children of Alcoholics and/or
dysfunctional familliesi6.30
p.m./Calloway County Health Center
Info/Carolyn, 759-1884 or Nancy.
753-7405
Breast Cancer Support Group
meeting/7 p m /board room of MurrayCalloway County Hospital
Info/753-3862
Music Chorus of Music Department of
Murray Woman's Club/rehearsal/7
p m /club house
Pet Therapy/3 p m /Calloway County
Public Library.
Murray Women of the Moose Board
meeting/7 p.m. and Enrollment/8 p.m
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Education Unit of Murray Calloway County Hospital.
Greater Hopi Baptist Church events
include Youth Activities/5:30 p.m.;
Prayer and Bible Study/7 p.m. at Main
Street Youth Center
Shiloh Full Gospel Assembly study/7
pm
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5:15 P.m.
First Christian Church events include
Singles Study-Support Group/7 p.m.
Christian Singles/7 p.m./at 800 North
20th St. Info/Joan, 759-1345, or
Richard, 759-9994.
Murray TOPS $469/welgh-in/6
p.m./meeting/7 p.m./Annex of Calloway County Public Library.
Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau Building,
Paris. Info/Kennith Broach, 753-3580.
AA and Al-Anon closed meetings/8
p.m./Senior Citizens Center, Benton.
Info/759-9882 or 435-4314.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p.m./Sirloin
Stockade.

LIBRARY NEWS

Thursday, April 6
St. Leo's Catholic Church events
include R.C.I.A./7 p.m./Gleason Hall,
Knights of Columbus meeting/7:30
p m./KC Hall
Friday, April 7
"Anything Goes" musical:8
p.m./Johnson Theatre, Doyle Fine Arts
Canter, Murray State Info/762-6797
VITA free income tax service to students, senior citizens, low income
taxpayers/n000-4 p.m./Business Building. Room 353, Murray State Info/
762-4193
Murray Art Guild open/10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m.for
senior citizens' activities.
Weeks Cantor/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m for
senior citizens' activities.
Breakfast/8:30 a.m.; Bridge Club/1
p.m.
Wranglers Riding Club Show for
members/7 p.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Fish Fry/5-7 p.m/Parish Center; Stations of the Cross/7 p.m.; MSU
movies/7 p.m./Newman House
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5:15 p.m.
Murray-Calloway County Shared
Care Adult Day Center open 7:30
a.m.-4 p.m. Info/753-0576.
Bingo, sponsored by Murray Shrine
Club/7 p.m./Highway 121 North by
Fairgrounds. Public invited.
AA and Al-Anon/8 p.m./open to
newcomers/American Legion Building,
South Sixth and Maple Streets
Info/759-9882 or 435-4314.
Alford Chapter No. 445 of Order of
Eastern Star/7,30 p.m./lodge hall at
Aurora.
Main Street Youth Center/205 North
Fourth St./open 6-11 p.m. Info/
753-TEEN.
Murray Moose Lodge events include
dance/8 p.m.
Mery Griffin Theater/7:30 p.m /across
from Players Riverboat Casino, Metropolis, Ill. Info/1-800-935-7700.

OPEN SUN. 1-6 OPEN SUN. 1-6 OPEN SUN. 1-6

OPEN SUN. 1-6 OPEN SUN. 1-6 OPEN SUN. 1-6

By Be. Graves
Public Library Director
The Legislative Research Commission produces a wide number of
books on various topics having to
do with government,economics and
public policy in the state of Kentucky.
I mention this because they've
just sent us new copies of four of
their biggest hits: County Government in Kentucky. Dudes ofElected
County Officials, Kentucky Government, and A Citizen's Guide to the
Kentucky Constitution.
This is the nuts and bolts of
government,laid bare for all to read,
understand and participate. The
books cite the Kentucky Revised
Statutes, court cases and Attorney
General's opinions.
Don't look for any blather about
why you ought to be a good citizen
or why representative government
is good or any of the other messages
that the school books give you.
These four manuals have the
same relationship to your old civics
book that a book on automobile
engines has to a driver's safety
manual.
Are they for everybody? No.
Most of us do just fine without ever
knowing the exact ins and outs of

Holly Nicole Blalock and
Dennis Russell Ruez Jr. to marry

Blalock-Ruez wedding
vows to be said May 27

Hop On In For Our...

Easter Open House

COM.

All four of them had been at the
top of the heap in Hollywood. All
four of them were fighting tooth and
nail to keep from being spit out and
forgouen by a business that has no
place for them once the beauty's
gone.
The stalker outside the hospital
has bonds to all four of them. And
plans for them. And without their
friendship and support for each
other, none of them will make it
through this alive.
While they watch their friend
struggle for life, they share their
fears, their hopes, and the stories of
their loves.
It's a smart,funny book for all the
gloomy plot setting. The title is
Show Business Kills and the author
is Iris Ranier Dart. Come on down
and check it out. Highly recommended.

TODAY'S CHILDREN are born leaders, quick to take command of
almost any situation. Even when tiny tots, they enjoy calling the shots! As
adults, these Aries will have a special knack for cutting through the rhetoric
to get to the heart of the matter. They make first-rate lawyers or business
executives. Somewhat quick-tempered, these Aries must learn to hear their
critics out before reacting.
skeletons in an influential person's
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: closets. Curb spending.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Make
'Unusual influences will have a
sure expenditures do not exceed
favorable impact on a project you
income. Exercising self-discipline
increase-in earnings
launch
now will prevent worries later on. A
should foll w. Work to set the
loved one may have to do something
for bigger and better
career s
out of your presence. Listen to an
things! Close •port with a family
will-give you the encour- older person's advice.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): A
agement you need early in 1996.
You decide to take a chance on good day to start a new job or sign a
something completely new. Make a contract. Be philosophical about a
communications delay. Tact will
romantic pledge next spring.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
mollify upset co-workers. When
THIS DATE: actor James Gamer, traveling to promote your ideas, take
director Francis Ford Coppola, pro- along that special ally.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): A
ducer Julia Phillips, blues legend
moral dilemma could find you hesiBillie Holiday.
ARIES (March 21-April 19): tating at the crossroads. Your job or
Your many interests keep you busy financial welfare may be at stake.
now. Unexpected but welcome Discussing the matter with a trusted
developments make you feel the loved one helps you put things in
financial tide turning. Special' stud- perspective.
One newborn admission and
scoRrio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
ies advance despite the opposition of
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
Contacting old friends energizes
someone influential.
County Hospital for Tuesday,
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): you. Show appreciation when an
April 4, have been released as
associate offers valuable financial
Your personal magnetism is at an
follows:
all-time high. Take charge of your advice. The best way to deal with
Newborn admission
someone's jealousy is to ignore it.
destiny. Know what you want and
Burkhart baby girl, parents, Sheila
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
go after it! Your love life perks up.
and Jeff, Dover, Tenn.
21): Conduct an appointment with
A letter or introduction opens an
Dismissals
someone in private. A test of
exciting door.
Mrs. Edna Marie Walker, Fulton;
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): strength or will demonstrates your
Miss Margaret Gray and baby girl,
Take new responsibilities in stride. staying power. A child could upset
Almo; Miss Aspen M. Sills, Dover,
A financial windfall.is possible. At- certain plans. Be flexible. RememTenn.;
home activities prove very reward- ber your priorities. Staying home
Mrs. Stqphanie Farmer and baby
ing. Look after the health of your holds strong appeal tonight.
boy, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Nancy J. Orr,
Terre Haute, Ind.;
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
loved ones.
Miss Deborah J. Hutson, Buchanan;
19): Steer clear of unreliable friends
CANCER (June 21-July 22):
Mrs. Thelma B. Hampton, Hardin;
Not a good day to push your luck
today. Your talents could be sought
James L. Duckett, Miss Kelly D.
information
is
Inside
officials.
with
by the wrong people. Keep your disGrland, Mrs. Oretha M. Gammon,
helpful but of limited value. Do not tance if you sense that someone is
Floyd Garland, Mrs. Ruby Grogan and
unscrupulous. Travel plans are
risk your livelihood by revealing the
Paul N. Reed, all of Murray.
favored. Meeting new people provides valuable insights.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Someone you have helped in the
past shows gratitude in meaningful
ways. Get ready to launch a big project. Certain friends seem unable to
keep a secret. Confide in only a cho—Haircuts Not Included—
sen few.
Sunday Hours 1-6 p.m.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
Walk-Ins Are Always Wolcomol
You and partner should face any difficulties together. Your alliance will
CAntral Shopping Canter • Next to Wal-Mart • 759-1100
have many practical benefits. Your
communication skills improve when
you emphasize your imagination.

HOSPITAL REPORT

The Hair

Exclusively at Hallmark • 1st in the series
Available Saturday, April 8 & Sunday, April 9

A woman is shot by a stalker and
lies in an intensive care unit. Her
three friends gather in their ritual
"Girls Night" and are shaken to the

FRIDAY, APRIL 7, 1995
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth, call 1-903-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 99
cents a minute.)

Holly Nicole Blalock lof Murray and Dennis Russell Ruez Jr. of
Centralia, Ill., will be married Saturday, May 27, 1995. The vows will
be said at 7 p.m. during a garden ceremony at Murray Woman's Club
House.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend.
Miss Blalock is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Donald Blalock of
Murray. She is the granddaughter of Mrs. Robbie Crouse and the late
Laverne Crouse and of Mrs. Blanche Blalock and the late Nelson
Blalock.
Mr. Ruez is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Ruez Sr. of Centralia,
Ill. He is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Delmar Campbell of Damascus, Va., and the late Mr. and Mrs. Russell Ruez of Louisville.
The bride-eleet—a 1991' graduate of Murray High- School, will
receive her Bachelor of Science with a major in Biology (fisheries
emphasis) and minor in Chemistry on May.13 from Murray State University. She is a member of Alpha Delta Pi sorority.
The groom-elect, a 1991 graduate of Centralia High SchooV-will
receive his Bachelor of Science with a major in Geology and Minor in
Biology on May 13 from Murray State University. He is a member of
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity.
The couple will be moving to Gainesville, Fla., after the wedding.
Holly is planning to attend the University of Florida to pursue a Master's degree in Aquatic Sciences. Dennis has received a graduate
teaching position at the University of Florida where he will pursue a
Master's degree in Paleontology.

SUBSCRIBE

how things work. But if you want to
really reach out and partate in
your county and stale governments,
you11 be well off to mad these first.
• • • •
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*Limit One Per Person & While Supplies Last

Also...Other 1995 Easter Series Will
Be Available...Snoopy & Bugs Bunny
And More!

titv YOU COULD BE A

LUCKY

Vs16,, wiNNER!
.7s in;
4mA
- 47146
-riv

Register To Win
a3 foot tall
Uncle E—The Easter
Bunny and a s
beautiful Easter
basket filled with
stuffed animals, books,
games and much more!
It% the Ultimate Easter
Basket from Hallmark!
No purchase necessary.

,f•PlAtioft
- 0_41,
f, 2
77

* agg Trimmings
When You Buy One Of
Our Easter Baskets!
(Free Grass, Wrap & Ribbon)
* Eri& Balloons
For The Kids!
* Refreshments Served!
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•
Come Join
In The Fun!

•

•
411

•
753-7435 • 406 South 12th Street

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

and brown grasses
I II see it differently through rose
colored glasses
Though skies may be leaden-rain
soaking the earth
Blue skies are ahead — bringing
spring and new birth

WRITERS'
POTPOURRI

•

•

•

The stirrup was invented in about 550 A.D.

•

GladysJarrett,
Director
Writers' Potpourri will be
Saturday. April 8, at 9:30 a.m. at
the Calloway County Public
Library.
Barry Craig, newspaper columnist from Paducah Community
College, will be the guest speaker. This is open to all interested
writers, according to Mrs. Gladys
Jarrett, director.
Mrs. Jarreu has released some
of the poems written by participants as follows:
•

Mr. and Mrs. Wade Brennon Balmer

Sammons and Balmer
wedding vows are said
Stephanie Rachelle Sammons and Wade Brennon Balmer, both of
Murray, were married in a recent 7 p.m. ceremony at First United
Methodist Church, Murray.
The bride is the daughter of Steve and Susan Sammons. Parents of
the groom are LaRue and Nancy Balmer.
John Dale officiated at the double ring ceremony. Music was by
Joann Bowker, organist, LeeAnn Barret, pianist, and 1Caci Bolls,
vocalist.
The bride, given in marriage by her parents, was escorted down the
aisle by her father. She wore a formal gown of candlelight pure silk
shantung featuring an open v-neckline and short puffed sleeves. Silk
rosettes accented the shoulders. The full skirt of tiny pleats flowed
from the fitted bodice. Her chapel length train fell from the back
empire,waist. A cluster of-silk rosettes accented-he back of the gown.
Her veil of candlelight illusion was, attached 41 a headpiece of silk
rosettes accented with seed pearls.
She wore pearl earrings and a pearl and diamond pendant, borrowed
from her sister. She carried an arm bouquet of calla lilies and fern.
The bride chose her sister, Vanessa Clifford, as matron of honor,
and Tricia Watson of Marion as her maid of honor. Bridesmaids were
Elizabeth Balmer, sister of the groom, Tammy UJsher Haek, Orlando,
Fla., and Kathy Jester, Chicago, 11.1.
The groom chose Shawn Parker, Louisville, as best man. Groomsmen were Lauren Balmer and,Lance Balmer, Atlanta, Ga., brothers of
the'groOnn, and Roger Dinh Slid Will Holt, Murray. Junior groomsman
were Jared Sammons, brother of the bride, and Michael Balmer,
brother of the groom.
Ushers were Mark Thorn, Murray, John Hassell, Knoxville, Tenn.,
Clifford George, Orlando, Fla., and Jason Sammons, Louisville,
brother of the bride.
Brandi Bailey, Evansville, Ind., cousin of the bride, Sara Allen,
Malden, Mo., Beth Staggs, Jackson, Tenn., and Kate Steibling, Louisville, kept the guest register and distributed programs.
A reception followed at the Glendale Road Church of Christ. Janice
Nix, Margaret Gibson, Sandy Fulton, Marsha Dale, Geida Armstrong
and Debbie Miller were hostesses.
Mrs. Judy Turner was the wedding coordinator.
The new Mr. and Mrs. Balmer are residing in Murray. The bride
will graduate this spring from Murray State University with major in
art. The groom is attending Murray State University in the preveterinary program.

•

•

•

Almost Poet Laureate
By Charlie E. York
In 1990 I was nominated for poet
laureate of Kentucky.
Long before I had any idea
that I would ever be nominated
for this coveted award,
the highest Kentucky bestows on a
poet.
When I was notified that my name
had been submitted, it was then
that I was asked to select three of
my
friends to write letters in my behalf.
I chose Richard Lewis, an attorney,
Volney Brien, a local poitician, and
Reed Conder, an educator,
all of of which were life long friends.
Volney had been campaign
manager
for Gov. Wallace Wilkinson.
I received a document from the
Legislative Research Commission
of the Commonwealth of Kentucky
recommending me to the Governor
for poet laureate of Kentucky.
A little later Gov. Wilkinson called
Volney to talk about me and asked
Volney to call me and tell me he
was signing it
and I should hear something in a
few days.
Many people thought that my work
was worthy of this high honor.
Gladys Jarrett, my mentor,
confidante
and friend especially, she was the
one .
'Whit-Tune in me and my -work
something

worthy of this high honor
And she was the one who nominated me
I feel cheated because
Gov. Wilkinson never signed it
Making me look like a fool
before my writing peers for I related
to whem what I had been told.
I am angry that politicians can say
what they please then do the
opposite.
I feel too like I have let down all the
people who put so much confidence
in me

PATIENT COUNSELING
•15% Cash Discount
On All Prescriptions
-Computerized Records
-Cards & Gift Items

-Health & Beauty Items
•We Accept Most
Insurance Plans

HOLLAND DRUGS
Bob Dunn, R.Ph.

4th St. Court Square

JEWELERS

"Cassandra"
Wedding Set Marquise with
26 Channel Set Diamonds

New!

ref $1199

Marquise with 18 Diamonds

All Three Rings Only

ref. $1499

New!
Come To Our

?AO,

Marquise Wedding Set

44
Fri. & Sat., April 7 & 8, 10-4
40
1
ggi

Ref. $1,048

ref. $1499
$26 A
Month

sun., Apra 9, 1-4

FREE*
3 Days & 2 Nights
Two!
\vo!
'..Choose from
Orlando, Reno,
New Orleans,
Hilton Head, *FREE VACATION
with $500 Bridal Set,
or other
Bridal Trio,or
fabulous
71
Anniversary Band
vacations!
Purchase

By Way of the Grapevine
"Primitives & Gift Shop"
3V3 miles out of Murray erek
on 121 S to Old Salem Rd.

Not applicable to Previous Purchases

of Murray

ref. $89

Onyx
Mom's Ring
with Diamond

Friday, Saturday & Sunday Only

Find An Egg — Extra 15-40% Savings
Choose An Egg From Our Easter Basket
determine your savings.

$19 A
Month

444liVf7

"Rachel"

Garden Party

STOREWIDE

."Alltifew
Trio Cluster

"Alexandra"

goqDT'S
p

753-1462

• • • •
Spring Things
By Linda Siebold
Peepers piping in the pond,
Redwings signing '0-ka-Leer
Bright, brave crocuses in bloom,
Redbud blossoms, pretty, wee;
Dogwood flowers (mostly white)
Ornamenting slender tree,
Violets in their small bed,
Maples crowning buds of red,
Water, filling pond and brook -I see Spring things where e'er I
look.
Spring has come, at last, to stay
And I shout, 'Hip-hip-hooray!'
• • • •
Kentucky
By Wilma Jean Sanders
Kentucky, My Kentucky, sweetest
name on this earth,
Home of my heart and land of my
birth.
When in youthful exuberance my
home I would spurn.
Kentucky, my Kentucky, draws my
heart to return.
She has mountains and meadows,
some gentle rolling hills,
My soul is as one with the rocks and
the rills.
When I stroll her in springtime down
pathways and lanes,
I see all of nature shedding winters'
cold chains.
When I stroll her in summer as dusk-,
cools the day,
There are her farmers still hauling
their hay.
Then comes autumn, with Indian
Summers' bright hues,
The geese traveling southward honking the news.
Winter is corning with gray 'skies

'N

71• 446,
1r.0,000144:
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Mother's Da is Ma 14!

Diamond
Dad's
Ring

One Carat*
7 Diamond Marquise
Anniversary Band

ref. $1200

(Excludes Shoes & Promotional Items)
ref. $189

All
Spring Suits

Petite Dresses
1/A

1/4 to 1/3off
Signatures
by Joyce
I4ff

'1. off

Selected Styles of
"That's Me"

Father's Day is June 18!

Price Break!

"Clear not Cloudy
Diamonds!"

One Carat*

Diamond Tennis Bracelet

1/A
‘-IP

off

All Women's (14-22 or 1X-3X)
Coordinates

Early Spring
Sweaters

20,040% of

1/A
"It off

"Filligree Lace"
Cluster

fh. • .

ZWpWw.cct,
zeogrAwak-

"Majestic"
Cluster

One
1/2
Carat* Carat*

$499 $288
ref. $999

ref. $449

JEWELERS
Hours: Mon.-Thurs. 9:30-5:30, Fri. 9:30-8:30, Sat. 9:30-5:00, Sun. 1-5

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center • Murray
Illustrations enlarged to show detail
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Humanely Speaking

DEATHS

the

Gilbert Ross

Mrs. Pauline Miller Kuhn
Services for Mrs. Pauline Miller Kuhn will be today at I p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Gary Knuckles will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Scotty Whisman, Sam Brandon, Jimmy Lane,
Johnny Whisman, Mitchell Holland and Micky Holland. Burial will
follow in Dees Cemetery in Marshall County.
Mrs. Kuhn, 87, Calvert City, died Monday, April 3, 1995, at 8 p.m.
• at Marshall County Hospital, Benton.

Mrs. 011ie Mae Cox Welch
Funeral rites for Mrs. 011ie Mae Cox Welch will be today at 2 p.m.
in LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway Morticians, Paris, Tenn. Otis Hinton
will officiate. Burial will follow in Hillcrest Cemetery, Paris.
Mrs. Welch, 94, India Road, Paris, Tenn., died Tuesday, April 4,
1995, at McKenzie Methodist Hospital, McKenzie, Tenn.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Verlie (Betty) Davidson, Paris, Tenn., and Mrs. Ethel Davis, Hamersville, Ohio; 13 grandchildren;
23 great-grandchildren; 22 great-great-grandchildren.

Stock Market Report
Dow Janes lad. A vg......... +21.10
DJIA Previous Close..-.-.4200.57
Air Products -.-_.-.--.-501/. - 1/4
52114 .1. 31S
A T&
Bell South .-....--.-.--.-.-61 + 1/4
Briggs & Strattoa..-... 373/4 + la
Bristol Myers Squibb-623/. + 1/s
CBT Corp. Ky...-.--231/413 24A

Prices as of 9 a.m.
.14'h unc
K-Mart..
K U Energy.............. No Trading
Kroger..----------------26'!. • 1/.
• 1/.
LG &
+ 1/1
Mattel
unc
McDonalds

- 3/4
- I/. J.C.
Peoples First*.—.-.— 171/aB 18A
•
Ford Motor.....---------269i mac Quaker Oats -.--.-.—.- 341/4
+ /2 Sdsering•Plough..._._..773/4 + 1/4
General Electric
3/5
..$4f, General Motors -.-.---433/. + 3/, Sears
Goodrich.-.-.-.-............453/4 + 1/. Texaco...-.........—.-.—.-653/4
+ 1/4
Goodyear.........--...--.-.- 38 - 1/4 Time
+ 1/.
IB
Ingersoll Rand---------.. 34 + 3/s Wal-Mart........................ 253/s Dealt

'

Gilbert Ross, 74, lrvan Street, Murray, died Monday April 3, 1995.
at 7:14 a.m. at Murray -Calloway County Hospital.
A retired employee of Murray Electric System, he was currenily
employed by Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens, Inc. He was a
member of Mt. Horeb Freewill Baptist Church and an Army veteran
of World War 11.
Born March 12, 1921, in Murray, he was the son of the late Dave
Ross Sr. and Lucy Gilbert Ross. One sister, Cozeua Ross, and three
brothers, Marshall, Thomas and Vernell Ross, also preceded him in
death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Grace Miller Ross; one daughter,
Marcia George, Detroit, Mich.; one son, Marcus Ross, Memphis,
Tenn.; one sister, Mrs. Henrietta Curry, Connecticut; half sister, Lenora Skinner, and one brother, Dave Ross Jr., Murray; three grandchildren; one great-grandchild.
The funeral will be Saturday at 2 p.m. at Mt. Horeb Freewill Baptist
Church. The Rev. Lester Peebles and John Dale will officiate. Burial
will follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call from 6 to 8 p.m. Friday at Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. The body will be taken to the church at 11 a.m. Saturday
to lie in state until the funeral hour.

Mrs. Nola Dunigan Parker
The funeral for Mrs. Nola Dunigan Parker will be today at 2 p.m. at
Mt. Moriah Primitive Baptist Church. Elder Danny Parker and Elder
Robert Chandler will officiate. Burial will follow in Fooks Cemetery
with arrangements by Filbeck & Cann Funeral Home, Benton.
Memorials may take the form of contributions to Marshall County
School of Exceptional Children & Adults.
Mrs. Parker, 76, Rt. 6, Benton, Boone Hill Road, died Tuesday,
April 4, 1995, at 4:05 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Survivors include her husband, Claude Casey Parker; one daughter,
Mrs. Martha Farmer, Benton; three sons, Elder Roger Parker, Hammond, Ind., Ronnie Parker, Paducah, and Elder Danny Parker, Danville, Va.; three sisters, Mrs. Alice Manson, Detroit, Mich., Mrs. Elizabeth Brumlow,Itt. 6, Benton, and Mrs. Jean Record, Paducah; three
brothers, Jamie Dunigan, Murray, Bill Dunigan, Sharpe, and C.H.
Dunigan, Boaz; several niecesd and nephews.

11111ard Lyons Is a market maker in this stock.
UNC-pcloe unchanged

Hilliard Lyons
41-:r• Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366

Calloway Co. Humane Society

HOG MARKET
HILLIARD
LYONS

* Paducah * Fleming Furniture * Benton

Sons
US 1-2 270.350 lb..
US 1-3 316-405 lb..
115 1-3 40423 lbs.
115 14 SU Ned I. IL
115 34 344419
1163.41.0.

Federsi State Msrbet Nem Service Aprl 4 1105
Kentucky Predates Arts Hss Martel!spirt Ischieles 3
buying SOtisas isneepec Act. S1 Kel. ES/ Ilarreries
Gibs .71.--511 lunar Sews rnevsely Seedy
/33.011-33.75
US 1-2 231-254 lbs.
536.06-32441
US 1-2 216430 So.
53235.33.611
VS 2.3 235.215 is.
$31.9532-21
US 3-4 266-Z70 5..

S22.66.23.S1
S13.01-25.1101
SES.00-26.64
S311.611-32.15
S21.04-22.114

Paducah * Fleming Furniture

Join the Humane Society and see
the world! False advertising just to
entice you into becoming a member
of the most progressive and interesting organization in town? Well..just think about it: when you
become a Humane Society member,
your world can broaden in dozens of
ways.
One of the most obvious ways
this happens is the support you give
to a global collection of animals-French poodles,German shepherds,
Siamese cats. Think of it--a world of
four-footed friends will benefit
from your generosity and good
sense when you join the Humane
Society.
Although as a member you do not
have to join a committee or become
actively involved with the day-today work of the Society, many
members do find satisfaction in
helping the Society deal with the
world of animal problems facing the
community.
In fact, joining the Society gives
you the opportunity to meet a superb
group of folks who will accompany
you on your journey to new frontiers. The volunteers in the Pet
Therapy program, for instance, can
give you a tour of Murray every
other week that will keep you
coming back for more. Or perhaps
you crave some exercise and camaraderie. You can become a Shelter
dog walker. In addition to getting
some of that gentle exercise recommended by our doctors, you'll meet
new friends and help Shelter animals prepare for their new homes.
Both of these activities take just a
few hours a month, require very
informal clothing, and will make
your world a little bigger and a lot
brighter.
There is also a world of other
opportunities awaiting you when
you become a member of the Humane Society. You will receive
"Paw Prints," the Society's newsletter, so you can keep up with the

vmo thAm,

latest Society activities and challenges. You will also have a say in
how the Society is run and who runs
it because your membership also
comes with voting privileges. If you
have been one of those whose world
view has narrowed into constant
criticism of the Society and the
handling of animal issues in the
county, here is your chance to have
your say. Membership is a way to
make change happen, if you think
change is needed.
Finally, you will set a world of
compassion and hard work when
you join the Humane Society and
become an active participant in its
work. Everyday animals are
brought to the Shelter because they
have no homes. The Society operates the Animal Shelter, and its
policies ensure that all animals
under the care of the Shelter staff are
treated gently and lovingly. Even if
no home is ultimately found for
each one, they are not turned out to
die miserably on our streets. Your
understanding of the value of the
Society and the Shelter to our
community will grow as you take
time to find out about how they
operate.
So you can see that a whole new
world of awareness, compassion
and understanding awaits you. Just
a small contribution will bring that
world to your doorstep. The next
step will be up to you. For more
information, call 759-4141 or 4928838. Send your membership to
Humane Society, P.O. Box 764,
Murray, KY 42071. Membership
categories are as follows: seniors
and students: $10; individual: $15;
family: $25; patron: $50;corporate:
$100; and life membership: $250.
You can make a world of difference
and see your world in new ways
when you become a member of the
Socitity—of--Calloway
,--County,now celebrating 20 years of
coming to the aid of people and
animals in Calloway County.
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trump from dummy at trick two.
Yet, if you study the matter, it
turns out that the contract was icecold from the start and that you
should have made four spades despite the 4-0 trump division.
When dummy appears,it is obvious that if the missing spades are
divided 2-2 or 3-1, you will make ten
or 11 tricks. Your only concern,therefore, is the possibility of a 4-0 trump
break, and what,if anything,can be
done about it.
Once you put your mind to the
problem,it is not difficult to find the
answer: Win the club lead with the
ace and play a low trump toward
dummy's 10-2! It then does not matter how the trumps are divided; you
are sure of the contract.
Take the actual case first. West
cannot score more than two trump
tricks, regardless of what he does.
He can win the first trump lead with
Assume you're declarer at four the queen, and later take dummy's
spades and West leads the queen of ten of trumps with the king, but
clubs. There seems to be nothing to that's the best he can do.
If East has the four missing
the play,so you win with the ace and
cash the ace of trumps. Unfortu- trumps, he is equally helpless. He
nately, East shows out and now you can win dummy's ten with the queen
mustlose three trump tricks,as well at trick two, but you later take a
trump finesse to hold yourselfto two
as a heart, and go down one.
Furthermore,the outcome would trump losers. And so, come what
have been the same had you won the may,the early safety play overcomes
club lead with the king and led a every possible distribution.

South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
•102
V QJ4
• AJ 6 4 2
+K 53
EAST
WEST
—
41“:198
YA965
V 873
• K 98 7 3
• Q 10
+10872
+QJ96
SOUTH
•A J 76 5 4 3
•K 102
•5
+A4
The bidding:
North East
South West
Pass
2•
Pass
1
Pass
2 NT
Pass
24
4+
Opening lead — queen of clubs.
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20% OFF
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Division of Kelley-Wiggins Furniture, Inc
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Black selected to be
feature violin soloist

Purchase dance comp-fly
to complete tour in April
The Jackson Purchase Dance
Company will complete its Dance
Outreach Tour during the month of
April.
JPDC will be touring to Lowes
Elementary School on Saturday,
April 8 and to Ballard County
Elementary School on Saturday,
April 22.
Fourth and fifth grade students at
both locations will attend a workshop/rehearsal session on the day of
the scheduled tour. The thrust of
these sessions of the day of the
scheduled tour. The thrust of these
sessions is to introduce students to
the fundamentals of dance and
movement in relationship to dance
production.
At 7 p.m. the student volunteers
and JPDC dancers will perform a
story/ballet adaptation of Maurice
Sendak's award winning children's
story, "Where the Wild Things
Are."
Both performances are open to
the general public. Tickets for
"Where the Wild Things Are" are
available at the door.
The Jackson Purchase Dance
Company is composed of 20
Calloway,
from
dancers
McCracken, Marshall, and Graves
counties. Shae Bryant of Murray

plays the role of Max, and Sherean
Neuhart of Murray, portrays the
mystical Firefly.
Other dancers from Murray include: Gretchen Klaus, Shannon
Kipphut, Elizabeth Miller, Leah
Christensen, Jennifer Perlow, Jennifer Lewis,Sara Bryant and Laurie
Jo Parker.
Karen Balzer, JPDC artistic director, is responsible for the adaptation and choreography of "Where
the Wild Things Are." "This production guarantees an entertaining
and enjoyable evening for audience
members of all ages. Our version of
"Where the Wild Things Are" incorporates creative movement, dance,
and visual art set to the music of
Vangelis," Balzer said.
Further information concerning
the touring production of "Where
the Wild Things Are," or directions
to performance locations may be
obtained from Balzer at(502)7530396.
The Jackson Purchase Dance
Company is a regional non-profit
dance company servicing the 8
county Jackson Purchase area, and
is funded in part by the Kentucky
Arts Council, the National Endowment for the Arts and the Business
Council for the Arts. All JPDC
activities are handicap accessible.

lVISU professor Brown
on classical music CD
A new compact disc recording
issued by Vestige Records of Baton
Rouge, La., has been released and
includes performances by Dr. Stephen B. Brown of Murray State
University's department of music.
Brown,a pianist, is featured in three
selections on the disc titled, "Dinos
Constantinides' Antigone and Other
Vocal Works."
Brown and Constantinides, the
Boyd Professor of Music at Louisiana State University, tour regularly as a violin/piano duo. They
are scheduled to perform in Lincoln
Center in New York City on April 7.
Recent performances have included
concerts in Greece,England,Wales,
Puerto Rico, as well as several
locations throughout the United
States. Brown has also appeared as
a soloist with the Boston Pops
Orchestra.
Brown, a Murray State professor
of music, earned a bachelor of arts
degree in Latin and Greek from

Tufts University,a diploma in piano
performance from the Conservatorio di San Pietro a Maiella in
Naples, Italy, an M.M.A. degree in
piano from the Yale University
School of music, and a D.M.A.
degree from the Ohio State University School of Music.
He joined the Murray State faculty in 1982 and currently teaches
piano, organ and theory. In 1991,
he received the Regents Award for
Teaching Excellence for the College of Fine Arts and Communication.
From 1992 to 1994, Brown
served as president of the Kentucky
Music Teachers Association. He
has recently had two articles published in "Clavier" magazine, including an article, "Checklist for
Memory," featured in the January
1995 issue. He serves as organist
and choir director at the First United
Methodist Church of Paris, Tenn.

Gage art works on display
at MSU through April 16
An exhibition of drawings, prints
and designs by Michael B. Gage
will be on display in the Curris
Center at Murray State University
through April 16.
Gage, son of Mr. and Mrs. J.
Marshall Gage, is a fine arts major
of Indianapolis.
The collection of works, titled
"Places I've Been,Faces I've Seen,"
is a journey of self-discovery
through the mind with line and
form, according to Gage.
"It explores places, spaces, faces
and times that I have seen and
dreamed," he said.

The works consist primarily of
pen and ink drawings, lithographed
and etched prints, and a few linotronic and dye-sublimated design
prints.
Gage plans to travel after he
graduates this spring, before he
begins enterprising a new company.
A reception for "Places I've Been,
Faces I've Seen" will be held at the
Curris Center Gallery from 5 to 8
p.m. on Friday, April 7.
The Curris Center gallery is open
Monday through Friday, 11 am. to
10 p.m., and Saturday and Sunday,
noon to 10 p.m.

The Arts&Humanities.
There's something in it for you.

Murray Art Guild President Pat Clark accepts entries in last year's juried exhibition.

Robinson given
art guild award
of Paducah won The Gallery certifiCathy Mix Robinson of Murray
cate
for his oil "Kindergarden."
Guild's
received the Murray Art
Several honorable mentions were
Richard Jackson Memorial Award
given: to Emily Wolfson of Murray
of $300 for her table of poplar and
for her watercolor "Snow on
maple called "Dance of the Cranes"
Wells"; Mary Fuhrmann of Murray
in the Guild's sixth annual exhibifor her oil "Summer Landscape"'
tion.
Teresa Bazzell of Murray for "ImCarolyn Daniels of Benton won
ages and Color Reversal" on wood;
second place for her oil "Pear de
Katherine Wimberly of Paris for
Lune." Third place was won by
"Fading Rhododendrons" watercoStephen Grimstead of Paris for his
lor, Jerry Hobbs of Murray for
charcoal "Next."
"Sweet Dreams Son" instencil; Ric
Joy Thomas of Murray took
fourth place with her "Head Study, _Watson of Mayfield for an oil,'"Still
Jerry Weiss," an oil. Merit awards Life"; Darleen Phipps of Mayfield
for "Away From the Crowd" in oil;
went to John Goodell of Murray for
Stephen Grimstead of Paris for his
his watercolor "Sharky's" and to Joy
Thomas for her oil "Tea With Jan." charcoal, "The Mechanics of
An additional award, the Juror's Epithany"; and Claire SullivanBrown of Buchanon, Tenn., for her
Award of $50 went to Vern Miller
of Murray, for his watercolor "Red "Watering Hole" in oil and handmade paper.
Velvet."
The public is invited to see the
Three gift certificates were given.
Shape Gregory of Mayfield won the exhibition before it.closes April 21.
Frame Village gift certificate for his The Guild is open Tuesday, Wedmixed media called "No More Apo- nesday and Friday from 10 am. to 3
p.m. There is no charge to attend
logies." John Watts of Mayfield
won the D'Art certificate for his any of any of the Guild's exhibitions.
bronze piece "Sushi." Mark Barone

Playhouse in the Park slates
auditions for The Music Man'
Auditions for Meredith Willson's
"The Music Man" will be held at
Playhouse in the Park on Sunday,
April 9, and Monday, April 10, at 7
p.m.
There are parts for 15 men,seven
women, and a boy and girl age 10.
There are chorus parts for adults and
teenagers as well as parts for teenaged dancers. Of course, "The
Music Man" can't be done without a
barbershop quartet!
Families are especially encouraged to audition; performing

together makes musical theatre even
more fun. People will be asked to
sing a short song and may bring
their own music if they prefer. An
accompanist will be provided.
"The Music Man" will be directed
by Pat Clement and performed three
weekends between June 9th and
25th. Props and costume coordinators are needed, as well as set
builders. All activities at the Playhouse are open to everyone.
For further information, call
Playhouse in the Park at 759-1752.

'Jazz From Lincoln Center'
will be broadcast on WliMS
Starting this Saturday at 3 p.m.
WKMS-FM 91.3 will broadcast a
new season of "Jazz From Lincoln
Center."
The series presents concert tributes to such greats as Duke Ellington and Louis Armstrong and performances by top jazz artists including Jimmy Heath. Doc Cheatham,
Benny Carter, Joe Henderson,
McCoy Tyner, Roy Hargrove, Marcus Roberts and Tony Bennett.
Jazz aficionado and CBS news
correspondent Ed Bradley is the
host for "Jazz From Lincoln Center." Wynton Marsalis is the series

artistic director and conductor of the
Lincoln Center Jazz Orchestra.
The 26-week series presents unique reflections on the jazz masters,
explorations of jazz styles and instruments and a lot of good music
including standards and premiers of
newly commissioned works.
WKMS-FM 91.3 is the region's
National Public Radio station
broadcasting news, classical music,
jazz, folk and bluegrass and a
variety of music, education and
entertainment programs from Murray State University.
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She is the daughter of Kim and
Randall Black of Murray; she is
currently a student of Lu Deng.

MEGAN BLACK

KENTUCKY
FARM BUREAU
INSURANCE
*City & County
Coverage
*Farm Owner
*Home Owner
*Auto
*Life *Blue Cross
*Retirement
*Business
*Long Term Care
Agency Manager. Ray T. Broach: Agent, Bob Cornelison

753-470a]

310 South 4th St.
Murray, Ky.

Where's
Your
,„....
Next
Adventure?
You never know where the trails may lead you. But this should smooth
the way. The Polaris 4 x 4 300 gives you four-wheel drive at the touch of a
button. It has a tough 300 engine with thermostatically-controlled cooling
fan,and automatic Polaris Variable Transmission(PVT),with new E-Z shift
high, low and low range reverse. A rear rack that handles 175 lbs., a front
rack that holds up to 90 lbs. Fender skirts and full floorboards, too. So take
off. You're in good hands.
Polaris ATV's may not be ridden by anyone under 18,and all riders should
take a safety course. For safety and training information, see your dealer or
call Polaris at 1-800-POLARIS,ATV's can be hazardous to operate.For your
safety, be particularly careful on difficult terrain, and avoid excessive
speeds.
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Keith's Lawn 8 Tractor Center
"Limp In, Leap Out"
759-9831

80 E. Main St.

Effective May 1. 1995. there
will be an increase in display
advertising rates.

Open Rate

$7.00

cot. Inch

411•11111111111111•111111/

Your advertising representative
will be contacting you to
discuss contract rates.

Saturday Special

the Shmier's Bingo will be played at

Bar-B-0 Plate
& Drink

Hwy. 121 North

$e nit
IIIP•61110

(next to Calloway County Fairgrounds)

Watch For The Flashing Sign!
Play Starts at 7:00 pm.
$1,000 Letter H Jackpot • $500 Jackpot Each Week

Megan Black, age 9, has been
selected to be the feature violin
soloist with Murray State University's orchestra
She will play Vivaldi's Concerto
in A Minor, opus 3, first movement
with the orchestra in Farrell Recital
Hall, April 11, at 8 p.m.
Megan began studying violin at
age 4 with Liz Conklin. Although
she has never been a soloist with an
orchestra, playing for an audience is
not new to her. She has performed
many solo recitals on both violin
and piano.
Megan is an honor student at
Murray Elementary School. In addition to her music, she plays team
soccer, softball, and is on the
Robertson Elementary jump rope
team.

Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food

TJ's Bar B-C1
1111 Chestnut St

Murray

753-0045
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Sports News

MURRAY

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — LouisIN
ville reserve center Man Simons has
obtained his release from the school
and is expected to transfer to Eastern
Kentucky University, The Courier Journal reported

ORTS

• BASEBALL: Christian County al Cail°way - 11 a m
ReiOland at Calloway - 4 30 p m

Can

Macy interested in MSU coaching job
By MARK YOUNG
Staff Writer
Former University of Kentucky
standout Kyle Macy has reportedly applied for the position of
men's head basketball coach at
Murray State.
Macy, who played for UK
from 1977-80, on Wednesday
telephoned Bank of Benton president Frank Nichols, a close
acquaintance, asking how to go
about applying for the job.

Nichols, a former member of the
MSU Board of Regents, telephoned Racer athletic director
Mike Strickland, who said Macy
should fax in a resume.
Strickland declined comment
on Macy, saying only the school
had received "interest from several exciting candidates." He added
that the school has compiled a
list of possible candidates for the
job, which would be pared down
to a shorter list of finalists who

Search is underway
will be interviewed over the
weekend. Strickland said the new
head coach should be named early next week.
Murray State is seeking a new
head coach since Scott Edgar resigned earlier this week to take the
head coaching position at
Duquesne University in

Pittsburgh.
Edgar had compiled a 79-40
record in four seasons with the
Racers, including three Ohio Valley Conference championships,
two trips to the NCAA Tournament and a trip to the NIT Tournament. The Racers fell to North
Carolina 80-70 in the first round

of the NCAA Tournament on
Marcb 17 in Tallahassee, Fla.
Ken Roth, an assistant under
Edgar during his four-year stint
at MSU, is also a candidate for
the head coach's job. In addition
to his tenure under Edgar, Roth
has served as a student assistant
and graduate assistant under
Eddie Sutton and Nolan Richardson at Arkansas.
Former Racer head coaches
Ron Zreene and Steve Newton

COLLEGE BASKETBALL

By DAVID KUGMAN
Associated Press Writer
FRESNO, Calif. (AP) — Jerry
Tarkanian, the towel-chomping
coach with the highest winning
percentage in NCAA basketball
history, was hired Wednesday to
coach Fresno State, his alma
mater.
The former UNLV coach,
whose disputes with the NCAA
ran for years and reached the
Supreme Court, replaces Gary
Colson, who resigned March 15
after five seasons.
Tarkanian, the only candidate
to interview for the job, signed a
three-year contract.
"I know that the support here
is unmatched," Tarkanian said at
a news conference. "I've always
said the Red Wave is maybe the
best fans in the entire country.
"Hopefully, we can get a program going to the level to bring a
lot of excitement and a lot of
pride to the people of the San
Joaquin Valley."
Fresno State president John
Welty, who had the final word on
hiring Tarkanian, said the con-

tract "establishes the responsibility of the coach to adhere to
NCAA regulations."
In addition, Welty said the athletic department will hire a compliance officer to guide coaches
in all sports in following NCAA
rules.
Tarkanian, 64, will try to revitalize a team that has had only
two winning seasons in the past
10 years. The Bulldogs were
13-15 last season, finishing
seventh in the Western Athletic
Conference.
Tarkanian said his connection
to Fresno is the reason he wants
to return to coaching.
"I don't believe that I would
have ever coached again if it
weren't for the fact that this is
Fresno State," he said. "At this
point in my life I can't think of
anything I'd rather do that would
be more enjoyable."
After his appointment was
announced, hundreds of fans
streamed into a local restaurant
for a party. Red balloons lined
the restaurant and white towels
— a Tarkanian trademark —

By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
AUGUSTA, Ga. (AP) — Little more than
hints and hopes exist for an end to foreign
domination of the Masters, and, in fact, pro
golf itself.
The Masters tournament, a unique gathering at an exclusive men's club, started today
on the flowered, rolling hills of the Augusta
National Golf Club with an international field
of 86 contending for the green jacket.
Coming into the first of the year's Grand
Slam events, non-Americans have won the
last four majors and nine of the last 12.
In the Masters, the most American of all
tournaments, foreign-born players have won
six of the last seven.
Some American players, Davis Love III
among them, have gone into a form of denial.
"If a guy comes to Augusta from Florida,
where he has his home and where his family
is, a guy who plays the American tour, I don't
really consider him a foreigner," Love said.
That description, of course, fits Nick Price
of Zimbabwe and Australian Greg Norman,
Nos. 1 and 3, respectively, in the Sony world
rankings and two of the principal reasons
American hopes of breaking the foreign string
are less than bright.
Neither has won the Masters, and neither
has won this year, facts that are highly deceptive. Norman is a two-time runner-up in this
tournament and Price holds the course 18-hole
scoring record.

See Page 11A
Jerry Tarkanian is back in coaching,
this time with Fresno State.

•See Page 11A

Kidd's triple-double key
as Mavericks top Lakers
Dallas closes in
on playoff spot

Staff Report
Murray Ledger 8. Times
Murray State sophomore
defensive back Reuel Shepherd
was selected as an Arthur Ashe
Jr. Award winner Tuesday.
The award was sponsored by
Black Issues in Higher Education
and Shepherd's selection was
based on athletic and scholastic
success as well as campus and
community service. Shepherd
was one of only 22 Division I
football players to receive this
honor.
A native of Conway, Ark.,
Shepherd currently holds a 3.8
GPA in geography at Murray
State. He is a member of the Fellowship of Christian Athletes, the
MSU Student Athlete Advisory
Committee and the Voices of

DALLAS (AP) — The Dallas
Mavericks have turned up the
heat on their campaign pushing
Jason Kidd for NBA Rookie of
the Year, and Kidd's taking care
of his end of the deal.
Kidd got his first NBA tripledouble and the first by a rookie
this season with 19 points, 12
assists and 10 rebounds Wednesday night in a 130-111 victory
over the Los Angeles Lakers.
Jamal Mashburn put in 32 points
as the Mavericks kept their longshot playoff hopes alive.
Dallas' Jason Kidd recorded a tripledouble in Wednesday night's win.

• See Page 11A

DEM
PLUMBING

Residential • Commercial • Service Repair
"Specializing in Quality Work"
David Ryan
Darren Howard

753-4736

II See Page 11A

Americans
look to end
foreigners'
domination

Murray's
Shepherd
is honored

A

are among others who have
expressed interest in the job.
Macy, who served as color
commentator on the UK Radio
Network this past season and
now works with former Wildcat
coach Joe B. Hall at Central
Bank and Trust in Lexington,
began his college playing career
at Purdue in 1976 before transferring to Kentucky. Macy was
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Tarkanian back
on sidelines as
Fresno St. coach
`Tark' returns
to alma mater
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Each fan who attended Wed- its highest-scoring game of the
nesday's game received a Kidd season.
mask. The sellout crowd at ReunKidd wrapped up the fifth
ion Arena waved the masks often triple-double in club history and
as Kidd continued to close the the first since Rodney McCray's
gap on rookie rivals Grant Hill of in April 1992 when Mashburn
Detroit and Milwaukee's Glenn converted Kidd's pass into a
Robinson.
dunk with 3:56 to play. Mona
"I wasn't going to take him kept Kidd in the game for two
out until he got it (the triple- more assists before Kidd went to
double)," Mavericks coach Dick the bench with 1:53 remaining.
Motta said. "I took him out earOne rap against Kidd this sealier in the season when he was son has been his outside shootclose to getting one and he fell
ing, but Kidd even had his longshort. This doesn't hurt his
range touch Wednesday, tying his
chances for rookie of the year career high with three 3-pointers.
and Jason also had a lot of help
"I never want anyone to tell
out there tonight."
me what my stats are during a
Lorenzo Williams added a
game," Kidd said. "I knew I was
career-high 19 points and pulled
close, but I didn't want to think
down 15 rebounds as the Maver- about it. The important thing is
icks won for the 10th time in
that we learn now to keep a lead
their last 13 games. George
and not let teams back into
McCloud came off the bench to games."
contribute 18 points and Lucious
Harris had 16 as Dallas matched • See Page 11A
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New Sunday Lunch Buffet 11-3 S5.95
Wednesday-Senior's night! Buy one get one free!
Thursday Night-'All You Can Eat' Fish Buffet
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Jordan's big half
sparks Bulls' win

Sports Briefs

•Tarkanian back...

LOCAL SPORTS

Camden 5th at billiards tournament
Gary Wayne Camden of Murray took fifth place in the
first National Wheelchair Billiards Association 9-ball Championship in Cleveland March 12. Camden won a Viking cue
and $175.
Camden will participate in the Olathe, Kan., 9-ball tournament April 27-29.
COLLEGE BASKETBALL

Ex-Baylor coach acquitted of charges
WACO, Texas (AP) — Baylor University's ex-basketball
coach was acquitted of charges he helped five recruits cheat
to get into the school. Three assistant coaches were
convicted.
The federal jury found that although Darrel Johnson was
responsible for the basketball program, he was unaware of
improper help his assistants gave to enable the recruits to
pass classes they needed to enroll at Baylor in 1993.
Johnson, who was indicted one day after Baylor fired him
in November, was acquitted of all seven counts: four counts
of wire fraud, two counts of mail fraud and one count of
conspiracy.
The assistants — Gary Thomas, Troy Drummond and
Kevin Gray — face up to five years in prison and fines of
up to $250,000 on each of the wire fraud and mail fraud
counts.

•Americans...
FROM PAGE 10A
As for this year, Norman lost
at Doral with a 72nd hole water
ball and has to be considered a
threat simply because this is the
Masters and he is Norman.
Price, the American tour's
Player of the Year each of the
last two seasons and easily the
outstanding player in the game,
has won the last two majors, the
1994 British Open and PGA.
He has had an indifferent start
this year. But that's not all bad.
He has been spared the overwhelming media attention of the
past two years when he came into
this tournament as the favorite.
"The heat is off me this year,"

he said.
Price insists his game is all in
order and Nick Faldo suggested
"he may have just been saving it
all for Augusta."
Faldo, who moved his playing
base to the United States this season to better prepare himself for
the majors, ranks as the man to
beat.
Faldo, who scored consecutive
Masters victories in 1989-90, has
won once this year, was runnerup the following week and
appeared relaxed and highly confident after his practice rounds.
"I think 'all parts of my game
are good," Faldo said. "I am not
working on anything technical,
which is a first."

•Kidd...
FROM PAGE 10A
The Mavericks pulled within
2.4 games of Sacramento and
Denver in the race for the eighth
and final Western Conference
playoff spot.
"It's still in the air," Kidd
said. "But even if we don't make
it, we've still had a good
season."
Nick Van Exel scored 24
points and Eddie Jones added 22
points to pace the Lakers, who
had their three-game winning
streak snapped. The Lakers won
eight of their previous nine
games, but they were a tired team
after beating the Nuggets in Denver on Tuesday night.
The Lakers didn't offer
excuses and could only speak of
Kidd in glowing terms.
"It's hard to stop him when
he's coming at you full-speed,"
Van Exel said. "You can tell

III Shepherd...
FROM PAGE 10A
Praise gospel choir. During the
1994 season, Shepherd played in
eight games for the Racers
including four starts tallying 26
tackles with three for losses and
one sack.
"We are very proud of Reuel,"
said MSU head coach Houston
Nutt. "He has shown that not
only is he a leader on the field
but he is also one off the field in
the classroom. It is a tremendous
honor for him and he is a fine
example for the young people of
this community."
Shepherd and his Racer teammates are currently participating
in spring football practice at
MSU, which is scheduled to run
until the Blue-Gold game April
28.

he's playing with a lot of confidence. He's only going to get
better."
The Mavericks took control
with a 14-4 run over the final
5:07 of the third quarter, expanding a 78-73 lead to 92-79 entering the fourth quarter. Popeye
Jones got the decisive spurt
underway with consecutive
baskets and Kidd led Dallas'
third-quarter spurt with eight
points and four rebounds.

Jordan nets 30
in second half
By TOM CANAVAN
AP Sports Writer
EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J.
(AP) — In the first half, Michael
Jordan looked like just another
player. The second half was a
different story.
Jordan, shaking off a 2-of-13
first half, scored 30 of his 37
points after halftime Wednesday
night to lead the Chicago Bulls to
their fifth straight win, 108-101
over the New Jersey Nets.
"I think they were waiting for
me to make my move, and I just
missed a lot of easy shots," said
Jordan, who was 11-of-18 from
the field in the second half. "It
was more me than anything. It
wasn't anything they were
doing."
The loss was the fifth in a row
and ninth in 10 games for the
Nets, who played Chicago tough
despite being without injured

starters Derrick Coleman and
Chris Morris.
New Jersey actually had several chances to tie the game in the
final five minutes, but it couldn't
make the big shots or stop
Jordan.
"He did it all in the second
half," said Armon Gilliam, who
kept the Nets close with 27 points
and 16 rebounds. "He really
struggled in the first half. The
second half he came out and
knocked down his shots, especially those long shots."
In his eighth game since
returning to basketball, Jordan
scored 30 of the Bulls' 54
second-half points, 15 of their 23
points in the final quarter and
seven of their final nine. He finished 13-of-31 from the field and
had 11 rebounds. The 37 points
were his second highest total
since coming out of retirement,
and the Bulls are 6-2 with him in
the lineup.
"He can dominate a game, so
you just try to contain him," said
Nets guard Kenny Anderson.

FROM PAGE 10A
were given away.
"I think it's the best thing
that's ever happened to Fresno,"
Mary Ann Herman said. "This is
the best."
As a college coach, Tarkanian
was known for quickly making
losing programs consistent winners. He compiled a 625-122
record — an .837 winning percentage — during five seasons at
Long Beach State and 19 at
UNLV.
His team won the 1990 NCAA
championship when UNLV, led
by Larry Johnson, routed Duke
by 30 points.
When asked, before his hiring,
whether he could lead Fresno
State to a Final Four, Tarkanian
said: "Final Four? My goodness.
What I'd like to do is get the
program to be a national power.
By that, I mean being able to
compete with anyone on a given
day."
Tarkanian's ties to Fresno

State basketball date to the early
1950s when he played for the
Bulldogs.
At Las Vegas, Tarkanian made
the Runnin' Rebels a headline
act. He filled the arena, known as
the "Shark Tank," and the bald
coach with the hound dog eyes
and towel-biting antics became a
big-time star in a city well
acquainted with celebrities.
His success was accompanied
by NCAA investigations involving recruiting and eligibility of
players.
The NCAA placed UNLV on
two years probation in 1977 and
suspended Tarkanian for two
years. He continued coaching and
appealed the case to the U.S.
Supreme Court, claiming the
probation violated his right to
due process.
But the nation's highest court
ruled against him in 1988, saying
the NCAA was a private agency
and did not have to provide due
process.

Compare Our
Price & Coverage
For Auto &
Home Owners Insurance

Ross Insurance Agency

SCOREBO

Ronnie Ross & Danny Ross
Office Hours: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Now Also Sat. 9 a.m.-12 p.m.

Sponsored By:

Jane Rogers Ins.

753-0489

600 Main St.

"See me for all your family insurance needs."
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)

RACEWAY AUTO SALES

753-9627
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there
State Farm Insurance Companies
Horne Offices: Bloomington, Illinois
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Atlantic Division
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753-9586
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(
129, Denoit 125
Chalons 94, Philadelphia 66
Atlanta 96, Cleveland 57
Dallas 130. LA. Laker, 111
Indana 102. Washington 90
14..s York 114. lAkvauksis 94
Thursday's Games
Phoenix at Washington, 6:30 pro
5.58.5.58.a Dorms. -7 p.m
Houston al Goidon State, 9-30 p.m.
San Antonio at Sacramento. 9.30 p.m
Friday's Gaines
Priladelphia at Boston. 6:30 p.m
Charlotte al Washington, 6.30 p.m.
Inciana a Adarda, 7 P.m
Ortando at Dart. 7 p.m.
Cleveland al Chicago, 730 p.m.
Now Jersey at lahvaukas. 730 pm
tAnnesota at Dallas. 7.30 p
Houston at Portland. 9 pm.
Utah at L A Labors, 930 p.m.

Owner - Donnie Winchester
1986 Sunbird has
1991 Grand

Am 66000 mks red

1985 Toyota Truck saw mak ..

1989 Chev. Cavalier
1986 Cutlass Cal.

$1,700
$6,003
$1,700
$3,300

4-6 -------------$2,300

1985 Chev. Euro

CAW 114_

1986 Dodge Lancer 4-8
1986 Pontiac 6000

IOW

1985 Mar. Lnyx s
1981 Chest. Silverado mai Nu*.

1984 Chrysler wee. mon,

$1,400

197 Datsun 280Z as

1986 Chev. Cav.

$1,800

1989 Dodge Dynasty

cord tan.

$1r300
A950
$3,000

1984 Chev Camaro...........$2,000 1982 Cadillac loci
1984 Mustang Cony.

4-6

$2,700

1982 Fish Boat

30

fldvertise gour business
and help support the Greek organizations
of Murrag State Universitg.

SUBSCRIBE

OTROY-BILT

R special section

GREAT
TIES finD
ORI
SOR
GARDENS
S
TIE
III
TER
FRA
STIRIATIE
of Murrag State Universitg
will be published

• Interest FREE* & Payment FREE* until July 4. 1995 for
qualified TROY-8ILT' Easy Pay Plan customers!
• The choice of over 1,2 million of the best gardeners
prepares perfect seed beds, cultivates, power composts
with JUST ONE HAND' ease.
• A model right for you: pick from
6 models, all with tines-in-the-rear,
powered wheels.
• Full, No-Time-Limit Warranty!
Ask for details
• FREE HIller/Furrower
& Bumper
with Tiller orders
by 5/1/95
('except 3HP Model)

Thursday, Rpril 20, 1995

III Macy...
FROM PAGE 10A
unavailable for comment Thursday morning.
Macy, who played guard for
UK's 1978 national championship team, finished with 1,411
points, placed fourth on the alltime UK list for assists and still
holds the records for career and
season free throw percentage. He
earned three letters while at Kentucky, receiving All-America
honors twice.
Macy was drafted by the
NBA's Phoenix Suns and played
for the Suns, the Chicago Bulls
and theIntliana Pacers during his
professional career.
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

APR based oo sow
'Important information for qualified customers regarding credit tines- Aftev Ju,)
'esrdence is as folio•As AK — 184 on first SI 000 or balance 192'' on mess AR 7 42,,c AL CT FL LA MA '
\IN NC ND PA RI WA and WI — 1811: KS 18 960i on first SI 000 balance 14 411,on vice% NE 18%'
rst 5500 of balance 18°, on excess SC — 16 924 TX — 1164:., WV — 18f, on first S1$0 Of balance IV: on
,i+cess DC and all other states — 18 96°v- Mmimum finance charge is S SO for each billing cycle in nhich a 'mance
•,,lents 0 AR CT DC HI ID KV LA MD Ni NM NC ND OR
ArV. •

OTROVINLT

MSU Lambda Chi Alpha donatvng food to Needline

Twenty-one Greek
organizafions of the MSU
campus will be featured in
this annual edition. Learn
more about what these
organizations contribute to
our campus and community
as a whole — when they were
founded on the MSU Campus,
and what charitable
organization they are
directly involved with.
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Murray Home B Auto

Rdvertisitg Space Deadline - Rpril 13, 1995

Tiae7/aaie

To reserve gour space or for more information, call 753-1916.
Mary Ann Orr, Fran Faith, Jennifer Hale or Lori Andrus

Chestnut St.
YOIll

Yard Care Headquarters!

753-2571

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

THURSDAY
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MHS names 9-week honor roll
Murray High School has released
the honor roll for the nine weeks
9th Grade
All A's
Morgan Blankenstup, Rebekah Brown, Da
vid Crouch, Akins Haversiock, Amy Man
'la, Kuen Nathu, Ryan Pickau, Chen
Riedel, Brad Simmons and Mark Stockton

9th Grade
A's &
Autumn Alcixt, Adam Bansuk, Conney
Carnerdy, Ellen Carpenter, Louis Chanute,
Alan Chase, Courtney Christopher, William
Dennison, Virginia Graves,Candace Gurley,
Samantha Hogsed, Kimberly Howard, Mary
Howard, Danny Hudspeth, Nathan Hughes,

Murray-Calloway Homeschoolers, J.C. Polichetti, Daniel Poi'chard, Patrick
K1lby, Jared Harrison, Susan Harrsion, Jacob McKenzie, Emilie Reinhardt,
Rebecca Lee, John Harrison, Comic Reinhardt, Hannah Reinhardt, Andrew
KIiby, Jambe Harrison and Caleb Reinhardt enjoy a morning of skating with
other homeschoolers of Lakeland Home Educators.

Bank to donate funds
to Habitat for Humanity

f
Y•

".444

Habitat for Humanity is one step
closer to funding the construction of
more low-cost housing, thanks to
the generosity of United Commonwealth Bank. The bank is donating
to the organization a percentage of
deposits into personal and commercial checking and savings accounts
as part of the bank's grand opening
of its new main office building in
April.
"We feel very strongly about our
responsibility as a corporate citizen," John Peck, United Commonwealth's president, said, "and this
donation reflects that commitment.
This is an excellent opportunity for
our bank to help an organization
that provides people in need with
housing."
Habitat for Humanity uses contributions and volunteer support to
construct housing in the MurrayCalloway County area. The organization also offers financing for
approved buyers and uses the lowinterest income from the mortgage
loans to fund additional housing
construction.

In celebration of its grand opening, United Commonwealth has dedicated to the local Habitat for
Humanity organization one percent
of all deposits placed in personal
and commercial deposit accounts
during the grand opening period.
"This gives added value to local
citizens and businesses that choose
United Commonwealth for their
deposit accounts," Peck said. "They
are choosing the best bank in town,
and they know we are helping a very
worthy cause."
Representatives from Habitat for
Humanity will join Peck and other
bank associates for the grand opening festivities April 8. Scheduled
activities include free refreshments
as well as guest appearances by
coaches and player* from Murray
State University football and basketball teams, the Power Rangers,
and Jethro the Clown. Adults and
children can participate in a putting
contest on a special putting green.
United Commonwealth Bank has
$38 million in assets and is affiliated
with CBT Corporation in Paducah.

Jeremy Hunt, Jeanne Maddox, Joseph
McKee!, Jeffrey Page, Joshua Pnce, Amber!, Rollins and Joey Woods

1 1 di Grade

10th Grade
All A's

A's
Ken Swell, Leah Christensen, Sabrina
Glover, Rachel Hutson, Julie Krouse. Sum
mer Roberson and Emma Shaw

Alexander Hunt, Joanna Kind, Jennifer Le
ary and Daneue Woods

11th Grade
A's & B's

1003 tirade
A's & B's
[Ma Banks, Elisabeth Breeding, Elizabeth
Broughton, Amy Burgess, Ashley Burgess,
Angela Eudi, Chnsune Griffiths, Lynda
Hamngton, Stephanie Hill, Aaron Howard,
Roben Howard, Angela Hutchens, Susan
Krieb, Jennifer Lewis, Crystal Mardis, Cory
Martin, Katie McNeary,Joseph Mau,Albert
Plan, Nicole Straw,Rahtial Tandem and Dana
Thorne*

12th Grade
All A's

All

Seth Allgood. Benjamin Bell, Jayson Bntlain, Carroll Chnstoplser, Kerry Colson,
Andrew Cunningham, Karen Green Neely
Green, Came Gnffiths, Sean Haverstock,
Joseph Hayman, Timothy Hinton, Andrea
Jackson, Enka Johnson, David Klapper,
Sabrina Kneetione, Alyson McNun, Greg
Mdler, Pnyesh Huhu, Jennifer Olson, Jarod
Plummer,Justin Rouse, Sarah Snyder, Mela rue Thomas, Stacy Thomas,(Ins
Timothy Vaughan, and Charles Villanova

Keisa Bentsen, Dana Blinkeristup, Kuwaiti
Cella, Loraine Coot, Sara Dane°, Angela
Embanks, David Graves, Taryn Hansen
Caleb Johnson, Joel Johnson and Mary
Maddox

12th Grade
A's & B's
Amy Bourland, Richard Feam, Anna Gar
land. Amanda Hanehne, Crystal Johnson
Sarah Knoebune, Kathleen Leary, Angela
Long, Shawn Manners, Patricia Maxwell,
Michael Moode, Jemmy Painter, Bonnie
Payne, Tracy Pervine, Jae Rayburn, Enca
Rowlett, Paul Scott and Leigha Wolf

The Murray Tourism Commission is now gathering calendar
events and information for the
May-June
Murray-Calloway
County calendar of events.
Items in the calendar include
non-profit, open-to-the-public community events. Events such as
theater productions, annual events
and exhibits are examples of what
will appear in the calendar.
Please contact Kathy Tibbots or
}Casey Beckham at the Murray
Tourism Commission at 759-2199
or 753-5171 to include events for
the months of May and June. The
deadline to submit events is April
19.
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ELEGANT CLOTHING & ACCESSORIES...
We've Got The Best!

Men's Suits
By Hart Schaffner
& Mane & More

30% Off
Men's

Sportcoats

• Clean, Dependable Cars

Silks & Blends

Them
at Si

Make Something Old
Look Brand New

MEI

With Our New
Outstanding Looks
In Ties. Business
Looks, Fashionable
Abstracts, Casual
New Silks...
A Must To See!

in till
with
condi
NOT
docui

Bids

MEI

Awai
reap
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NA! 25% Off

Spec]
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1.

• Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
513 S. 12th St.

30%-off

Need Some
New Trousers?

•

753-4461

"GRAND OPENING"
Saturday, April 8 • 9am to 2pm

2. A
C
3. A

Sansabele, Hart
& Berle'
Pleats & Plain
Fronts
We Have The Best

You'll Never Have
Too Many..

United Commonwealth Bank's

Dress Shirts
We Have Them All!
•Hart Schaffner &
Mane
•Tommy Hilfigee

A

4. F

At •

30%

25% Off

5. Bt
Off

1211I

The Finest Quality!

Plans
Inc.,
863-E
schec
Ini tim

VERY TASTEFUL SPORTSWEAR FOR MEN...

"All For Fun and Fun for All"

All cl
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PIE
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after
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at United Commonwealth Bank's
Grand Opening here in Murray, KY.
Gather your family and friends and come
out to celebrate with us.
.....

"Case of Cash" Contest!
Visit our new bank and win free money. Guess
how much we have
stashed. The person who
comes closest to the actual
amount wins a case of cash.

Chambray & Denim
Shirts
Starting at

FREE Fun 111 Entertainment!
Mighty morphin Red, Pink, & Green RANGERS,
The Mask, Looney Tune's favorite Bugs Bunny,
WBLN Live Remote, &
Jethro the Clown for kids and adults.

'25

ea.

Golf Shirts and
Men's Sportshirts

Ruff Hewn*
Solid Pique Polos

25%

Only
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•
Finishing Touches..Accessories...
Shoes by Dexter, Florsheine, Allen Edmonds and Johnson & Murphy

25% Off
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Gift Giveaways!
Exciting gifts for everyone.

ESES1
All bi
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Free Food!
Hotdogs, chips and softdrinks!
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"Money Savers"!
FREE checking for LIFE.
1% discount on a new car loan.

Casual Cotton Trousers

Comfortable Knits

, Clap?,
.
by Ruff Hewn

And Much More...

Haggae, Tonuny Hilfigee
Some
932 to

Stalling at $25 ea.

Visit the Murray Racers' football team and girls and boys
basketball team. See our TIME CAPSULE. Play our PUTTING GREEN CONTESTS.
We're pledging 1% of total new deposits to
Habitat for Humanity.

Starting

at

For The
Smaller Guys...

..„ ,..

ZU70 Off

Casual Shorts
Pleated & Side Elastic

25

$
Now

ea.

Corn-Austin° For Boys
by Nautica• & Tommy Hilfiger•
Casual Khaki's and Real Cool Ties!
See What You've Been Missing!

"Where The Area's Well-Dressed Shop"
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Conunission gathers
calendar of events

CAL

1111 Main Street
Murray, KY 42071
502-759-9443
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Notice

CALLOWAY COUNTY DETENTION CENTER
ADVERTISEMENT FOR RE-BID
OF BID PACKAGES NO. 8 AND NO. 22 FOR
CALLOWAY COUNTY DETENTION CENTER COMPLEX
MURRAY. KENTUCKY
SECTION 00010 - INVITATION TO BID
INVITATION;
Sealed proposals, in duplicate, for the referenced work will be
received by the Calloway County Fiscal Court, Office of the County
Judge Executive, Calloway County Courthouse, 101 South 5th
Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071, in the manner and on the date
hereinafter specified for the furnishing of all labor, materials,
supplies, tools, appliances, equipment, services, etc., necessary for
the construction of the Calloway County Detention Center as set
forth in the contract documents as prepared by Architecture Plus,
Inc., 112 North Court Street, P.O. Box 511, Georgetown, Kentucky
40324-0511, telephone number 502-863-9454 and under the terms
and conditions of this advertisement.
ERSILECLIZSCRIETTE't
The project consists ofthe re-bidding ofBid Packages No.8and No.22
for the County Detention facility for the Calloway County Fiscal
Court. The building is approximately 27,600 square feet, primarily
constructed of masonry. Security equipment and specialties, as well
as mechanical and electrical systems, are within the scope of work.
The site is located on Fourth Street behind Madison Motor Company
at Spruce Street.
METHOD OF RECEIVING BIDS;
Bids will be received from all contractors on a lump sum basis for the
re-bidding of bid packages No.8 and No. 22. Bids shall be submitted
in the manner herein described and on the form of proposal included
with the conditions and specifications and shall be subject to all the
conditions as set forth and described in the bid documents.
NOTE: Failure to utilize the form of proposal set forth in the bid
documents will be cause for invalidation of the bid.
iurriton OF AWARD
Award shall be issued on the lowest responsive bid price by a
responsible bidder. The bid proposal will contain all qualifying
requirements and forms.
PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS REVIEWED;
Specifications, plans, and contract documents may be examined at
the following places:
1. Office of the County Judge ObNetutive, Hon. J.D. Williams,
Calloway County Courthouse; 101 South 5th Street, Murray,
Zntncky 42071.
2. Architecture Plus, Inc., 112 North Court Street, P.O. Box 611,
Georgetown, Kentucky 40324-0511.
3. Associated Builders and Contractors of Kentucky, Inc., 10801
Electron Drive, Suite 0308, Louisville, Kentucky 40299.
Associated Builders and Contractors of Kentucky, Inc., 1440
Campbell Lane, Suite 0500, Bowling Green, Kentucky 42104.
4. F.W. Dodge McGraw Hill Information Services, 303 N. Hurstbourne Lane, Suite 265, Louisville, Kentucky 40222.
F.W. Dodge McGraw Hill Information Services, 1133 West Mill
Road, Suites 41106-107, Evansville, Indiana 40710,
5. Builders Exchange of Louisville, 2300 Meadows Drive, Louisville,
Kentucky 40218.
OBTAINING PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS;
Plans and specifications may be obtained from Architecture Plus,
Inc., 112 North Court Street, Georgetown, Kentucky 40324,(502)
863-9454 in accordance with the following deposit and charge
schedule:
Initial set

DEPOSIT

REQUIRED ON

REFUNDABLE

$100.00

1 complete set

$75.00

All checks shall be made payable to Architecture Plus, Inc. If plans
and specifications are to be mailed,arrangements must be made with
Architecture Plus, Inc. A separate non-refundable check for $15.00
per-set shall be made payable to Architecture Plus, Inc. No plans or
specifications shall be mailed until receipt of checks.
Plans,specifications and all addenda must be returned,at the plan
holder's expense,in usable condition within thirty(30)calendar days
after the closing date of receipt of bids to Architecture Plus, Inc., 122
North Court Street, Georgetown, Kentucky 40324. No bidding
documents will be released by the issuing authority commencing five
(5) days prior to the date of the bid opening.
Bin SUBMITTAL;
CONTRACTORS MUST SUBMIT THEIR BID IN A SEALED
ENVELOPE.
RKALET)RID FOR:CAILOWAY COUNTY DETTNTION_CEN-

TER
fun DATKAND TIME.APRIL IS 1995- 1:30 P.M LOCAL TIME
PLACE: CALLOWAY COUNTY JUDGE EXECUTIVE'S OFFICE
Bids, upon their receipt by the Calloway County Fiscal Court, are
stamped showing the hour and date received. Bids received after the
scheduled closing time for reception of bids will not be considered,
provided any legal bids have been received on said referenced
invitation.
Only those contractors who have obtained contract documents
directly from issuing authority will be eligible to submit a proposal for
this project.
BID wrrunRAWAT41
No bidder may withdraw his bid for* potiod ofsixty(60)days after the
date set for the opening of bids. Clerical errors and omissions in the
computation of the total lump sum bid shall not be cause for the
withdrawal of the bid without forfeiture of bid bond. Bids may be
withdrawn in person prior to the closing date for receipt of bids.
PONDING;
All bids shall be accompanied by a bid guarantee of not less than five
(5%) percent of the amount of the base bid. One hundred (100%)
percent performance and payment bond shall be furnished by the
successful bidder. All bonding and insurance requirements are
contained in the instructions to bidders and/or conditions.
RIGHT TO REJECT;
The Calloway County Fiscal Court reserves the right to reject any and
all bids and to waive all formalities and/or technicalities where the
best interest of the owner may be served.
GENERAL INFORMATION;
The listing of major sub-contractors, unit prices and selected
materials and equipment lists are required to be submitted with the
bid. Additional materials and equipment lists will be required to be
submitted within two(2)hours of the reading of the bids by the low
bidder as described in the form of proposal.
It is imperative that a representative be present at the bid opening
for any company submitting a bid. The representative must be in a
position that he/.... can answer any and all questions on behalf of
company, in regards to this project and questions that my arise
concerning his/her company.
WAGE RATER;
Kentucky prevailing wage rates are not applicable to this contract.
BIDS REQUESTED
The following bids are requested:
Bid Package
Muni=
8
22

Deecrip
Quarry Tile
Structural Steel, Joist, Deck and Misc. Metals

TO: The unknown heirs of J.M. Thurman,
deceased and all other unknown persons
who may claim any interest in the
subject matter of this action.
RE: Calloway Circuit Court, Civil Action
File No. 95-CI-00093 Captioned Martha
Gardner and Edna Wiggins, Plaintiffs v.
The Unknown Heirs of J.M. Thurman,
deceased. et al, Defendants.
The undersigned attorney filed an action
in the Calloway Circuit Court to notify the
above identified individuals and all other
unknown persons who may claim any interest in the subject matter ofthis lawsuit, that
an action has been filed, which concerns real
property generally located on Winchester
Cemetery Road in Calloway County, Kentucky (and more particularly described in
the lawsuit). The Plaintiffs in the action
assert that they are the owners of the
property and that any rights you may have
in the property should be terminated.
Unless a defense or answer to the lawsuit
is made by you on or before May 26, 1995, a
judgment by default may be granted against
you. Copies of the Complaint can be obtained from the Clerk of the Calloway
Circuit Court, Miller Annex, 201 South 4th
Street, Murray, KY 42071.
Ricky A. Lamkin
304 Maple Street
Murray, KY 42071
ATTORNEY FOR PLAINTIFFS

Ful Set Acrylic Ptaii
$20
Hot Wax Atinture 113

44/ ge, 4tY
Thank You

Fringe BentfiLc
753-1137

The family of Virgil N. Gibbs takes
this method to express our grateful
appreciation for the
kindness and consideration shown to
us during the illness
and passing of our
loved one. Words
are inadequate to
express our true
feelings and thanks
for all of the acts of
kindness and consoling words and
prayers. We are
grateful for the devoted service and
loving care by the
Care
Continued
Nurses for many
years, and to Dr.
Johnny Quprtermous for his attentive
serprofessional
vice. Thanks for the
beautiful
many
flowers, the delicious food, and
your presence at the
funeral services. We
the
appreciate
words
beautiful
and prayers by ministers John Dale
and Charley Bazzell, and the services of the active
and honorary pallbearers. Cd bless
you alt— •

DONATE your car Help
charity, get a tax break We
handle the paperwork and
the bowing Call today Na.
bonal Kidney Foundation of
KY Call 1 -800-488-CARS
NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
Available Thru Age 84.
Our most comprehen
sive policy pays for
Skilled, Intermediate or
Custodial Care With
Medicare's new guidelines for confinement
Nursing Home Insurance is more important
than ever
For fro*
Information call:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
7534199
'tree

020

020

Notice

Notice

Grand Opening
Consignment
Clothing

Wynn's Nursery

elf SP

Hwy 510 North,
No from Steens

901-782-3508

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

ei•

NS ••

KENTUCKY after dark, 933
Winchester Road, Lexington, KY 606-252-0357
Swinger magazines, novelties, movies, private
booths, two theatres Free
theatre passes on
Mondays- Tuesdays with
copy of ad

Angie's Shrubs
& Ideas -

Now being sold at
Ruth See & sew
1608 - 121 Bypass
Mon -Sat.
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Jeans. Shorts. T-Shirts,
Swimsuits, Dresses $1.00 each.

gip lip
"
q Happy Birthday:
George
•
Garland! w

local claim service"

Opening April 1st
Save on top quality
shrubbery We're open
late
Hours:
M-F 400-7:30 p.m.
Wed. 3:304 p.m.
Set. 8 s.m.4 p.m.
Sun. 14 p.m.
Wiswell Rd. past SW
school, turn right at 4.
way stop, 3rd house on
left Watch for sign!
Owners Charlie &awn
Ave (Thweeit) Glisson
7534773 after
3:30 for inforustion.

Income Tax
By Appointment Only

Page Bookkeeping
& Tax Service
Call Tony Page at

753-8107
Hodge and Noel
"The Income Tax Professionals"
INDIVIDUAL•BUSINESS•FARM • BOOKKEEPING
ESTATE• PAYROLL• SALES TAX • CORPORATE

get:-.'

rR

c

AAX FILING
Joyce Noel, EA, CFP
915 Coldwater Rd

Mike Hodge, EA, ATA
(502) 753-6069

PUBLIC NOTIFICATION MODEL
Monitoring Violations
The Irvin Cobb Resort hereby gives notice
that during the time period (see below) the
water supply failed to comply with certain
monitoring requirements as required by 401
KAR 8:010 through 8:700 inclusive.
The specific violations for the time period
are:
Feb., March, Nov., Dec. 1993 — Failure to
collect the required number of bacteriological samples each month.
Jan., Feb., March, June, July, Aug., Sept.,
Oct. & Dec. 1994 — Failure to collect the
required number of bacteriological samples
each month.
Any potential adverse health effects to
any segment of the populations could not be
determined due to failure to comply with the
monitoring requirements.
In most cases, monitoring violations do
not require the public to seek alternative
water supplies or take preventive measures.
If alternative water supplies or preventive
measures are needed, the public shall be
notified immediately.
The Irvin Cobb Resort will take the
necessary action to reduce or eliminate
monitoring violations. For more information, contact Cliff Roberson 436-5811 at
Irvin Cobb Resort.

Full or Part Tiros
Help Needed
Apply

COMPUTER user.
needed Work own hours
$201< to $50K/yr 24 Hour-,

Owen's Food
Market

DENTAL Hygenkst needed
part time Send resume to
Dr William Pasco, 1653

714-251-3311x486

Calloway St

DRIVERS OTR advance
your future TODAY! Qualified flatbed drivers start tomorrow! Up to 29 cents per
mile plus excellent benefits
Advanced distribution system 800-646-3438
3 PERMANENT
SALES POSITIONS
Due to company promotions,3 openings exist now
for young minded persons in
the local branch or a image
inuanational comber"• K
selected you will be given 2
weeks minimum expense
paid CiOSSIOOM training +
addition on the job training. We provide complete
company benefits, meta
medical, dental S optional

pension pian second to
none. Your starting income
will be $400-$530 per week.
depeniing on ability a qualiications. Al promotions are
bawd on merit, not seniority. Tote aci:epted, you
need a pleasant personality,
to be ambitious,eager to get
ahead, have 12th grade
education or boner, be
bondable, 21 or older and
free 10 Start Wet immediately. W• are panic.olarly
inkwested in those with
leaciership ability who are

looking lora genuine career
opportunity.
CALL TODAY
502442-4500
Ask for Bill DeSialvo

Murray.

Ky

42071
DO you need a GED? Do
you need hope for the future and here to get a solid
career? We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students Call
753-9378 Five days a week
between 8.00am-3 00pm
This project is funded by
the Job Training Partner
ship Act through the Ker
tucky Department for Em
ployment Services and th•
West Kentucky Private If'
dustry Council. This is at
Equal Opportunity prog
ram. Auxiliary aids and ser
vices are available upoi-i
request to individuals with.
disabilities.
DRIVER- $600 A WEEK IS
ONE CALL AWAY! OTR
Shorthaul, home weekly
(shorthaul), starting pay up
to 32eJmile. 2500 mi/wIn

(longhaul) & great benefits
BURLINGTON MOTOr..
CARRIERS
1-800-JOIN-BMC, EOE
DRIVERS! CDL CLASS A
NEW INCREASED COMPENSATION at BEKINS1
Household goods exper
ienced preferred Call
800-456-8406 and find out
why BEKINS is your 'better
money partner"

i
;
atY-44Y q

•Nockhdrosqab.
060
Help
Wanted
$1,000 WEEKLY process
ing mail at home For free
information send SASE,
Greenway, Dept E, Box
210, Derby, KS
67037-0210.
83 NEW DRIVERS
NEEDED THIS MONTH.
CARRIERS HIRING
DAILY. Unemployed,
under-employed- need a
change! TRUCK DRIVERS
CAN MAKE $30,000 & up.
NO EXPERIENCE
NEEDED. No training required to be pre-hired. Call
if you need a job
1-800-999-4317.

LOSE WEIGHT, FEEL
GREAT THE NUTRITIONAL WAY! I lost 40Ibs
in 10 weeks 2 years ago on
this doctor recommended, A JOB Announcement
all natural herbal program number 95-36(A) Date
1-800-877-HERB
3/27/95 Position park
Position
'MEET ladies from Worker
ORIENT & WORLDWIDEr 43-670-19-08-00-36-162,
Friendship Office, Box Location Kenlake Sate Re42117, Acadia P0-, Cal- sort Park, Hardin, KY,
gary, Canada, T2J 7A6 Grade-Salary Grade 4, Salary $5.532 per hour, Mini(Tel. 403-271-4654)
mum Requirements None.
MEET quality singles Down Apply by submitting a state
Home
Singles application (which can be
615-993-2000
obtained at the local DeMEMORIES preserved & partment of Employment
aroused by photographs Services or any other state
bring us to life again. Blood government office) to: Kenflowing through our veins tucky Department of Peronly gets us through each sonnel, 200 Fair Oaks
day, but memories flowing Lane, Suite 517, Frankfort,
through our minds gets us KY 40601. Deadline for
through our lifetimes. At applying: April 10, 1995.
Carter Studio we copy & You must qualify, test,' and
restore old photos. Hand be placed on a register.
brit colorization, sepatone, (*Written test not required.)
black & white. 300 Main St., Filling this position is subject to any state governMurray. 753-8298.
ment hiring restrictions. AN
MILITARY RETIREE- Are EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
you paying too much for EMPLOYER M/F/D
your Champus Supplement? Information on new ATTENTION DRIVER
100% policy Call TEAMS $15,000 IN BONUS Paid monthly. quar1-800-627-2824 Ext 259
terly & yearly PLUS TOP
OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora
MILEAGE PAY 401(K) plan
Open 5pm Closed $500 SIGN-ON BONUS
Mon -Tues. Pizza, salads. Other paid benefits hot sandwiches. gyros & Vacation-Health and Lifebread sticks Dine-in or Dead Head-Motel/Layover
carry out 474-8119 or Loading & Unloading CO1-800-649-3804.
VENANT TRANSPORT
PSYCHIC reading by Sue Solos and Teams call:
502-335-3004 $1 DO per 1-800-441-4394 Students
and Driving school grads,
minute
call 1-800-338-6428.
RUTH'S See n Sew will be
selling used name brand AVON A new customer per
week ($10,000 potential),
clothes Mon Sat 9am
one new customer per day
5pm We also do altera
bons 121 Bypass Murray ($50,000 potential) Work
with USA top 10 indepen753-6981
dent representative local
WATKINS! World famous hotline 1-800-690-2866
products, extracts, spices
personal care plus FREE AVON- Earn $8- $14/hour
mail- order catalog Call No door to door
1 502 395-1913 Cindy In- 1-800-230-4030 Ind/rep
dependent Representative CALL today- start tomorrow
ECK Miller expanding!
050
Need flatbed drivers All
Lost
miles paid (new scale) Lite/
And Found
Health, rider/bonus progLOST: Raleigh small male ram 800-395-3510 Owner/
mixed breed dog Lost East Operators also welcomed!
of Green Plain Church
CUSTOMER
Sandy blond short hair with laundry help &attendant
part time
white streak on chest and alteration person
at
white speck between eyes, Boone's laundryneeded
& Clean4mo old, family pet, reward ers Apply in
person 605
492 8878 or 753 5018
Main St

Tapes
CD's
4IC_ #16 IFS. dn. ILI I"."U G.>
Car Audio
Sunset Boulevard Music

clarioH

753-0113 I

Dixieland Center
America's Second Car

4UghiDuchling
:
Locatoons Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
112 So. 12th
Office: 753-6910
Murray, KY 42071
1-800-THE-DUCK
Lowest Rates in Town
Daily. Weekly or Monthly Rates

*** ATTENTION ***
BUSINESS, PROFESSIONAL
AND

INDEPENDENT AGENTS
SELECT SERVICES PRESENTS
PROFESSIONAL MESSAGING
Our Voice-Activated System allows you to call a oode number,
receive and leave menages, reply to messages and forward
calls to another telephone or notify ycair pager! You have 24
hour availability, sectirey, and elver Improve customer
service, inter-office efficiency and/or use as an addruonal
inexpensive business or personal telephone line.

Mt PROFESSIONAL MESSAGING
1ATTH
• No Expensive Equipment To Buy
• Private Access • 24 Hour Availability
• Eliminates Telephone Tag
• Call Forwarding
• Pager Service • Pager Notification
• No Contrary Tapes Or Machines To Mess With!
• No Unit On Number Of Messages Received
• Services Starting At $10.00 Per Month

Call Select Services at 753-0498

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in #verage health and can
answer no to a few questions you may qualify for
preferred rates Below are a few monthly preferred
rates at different ages for $4000 policy

MALE
age 50
age 55

$1161
14 18

FEMALE
$920
10 96

NEW LOWER RATES AGE 60 UP
age
age
age
age

60
65
70
75

17 50
21 78
27 31
38 77

Premiums guaranteed NOT

13 09

15 54
19 33
26 18
to increase

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.
905 SYCAMORE,'MURRAY, KY
Local 753-4199
Nationwide TOLL FREE 1-800-455-4199

2B
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Gou

300

tin

Help
Wanted

!Whim
"safe

Instructios

DRIVERS EOE Maven*
announces 3R0 DRIVER
PAY INCREASE SINCE
JANUARY 19951 Safety &
kier bonus paid quarterly+
Home WEEKENDS'
GREAT BENEFITS'
1-800-289-1100 must be at
least 24 yeers of age 1 year
OTR MAVERICK TRANS
PORTADON, INC
DRIVERS'OWNERS OP
ERATORS Now Lanctstat
Poole pays even more with
big 1995 raises New sliding scale rewards experienced drivers with starting
pay as high as 33cimi plus
great benefits Owner oper
ators get excellent pack
age van or flatbed with all
miles paid plus fuel and
Other savings through our
LCAPP program Company
sponsored training for
those with no experience
Must be 23 For more info
call 1-800-553-9443 EOE
Dept C-448
DRIVERS •Premium conventtonals •Long/short
haul, dedicated •Pull van or
flat •Free training- Guaranteed employment •Pay for
experience BUILDERS
TRANSPORT
1-800-762-1819 EXT D-6
DRIVE Tractor Trailers, no
experince necessary Train
Full/Part time Three week
program, 600,000 job available. Potential $25,000 to
$30,000. Call Betty at
1-800-525-3237.

HOME HEALTH
BRANCH
MANAGER:
McCRACKEN

COUNTY
RN, BSN, 3 years
experience in home
health required.
Submit resume by
April 121h to:
Glenda Bourne, RN
Baptist Hospital East
Home Health Agency
3101 Breckenridge
Lane, Suite 300

I

Louisville, KY 40220
(502) 454-5656

RESIDENTIAL Assistant &
subs for the Murray & Mayfield area. Applicants need
to be mature adults with
experience working with individuals with mental
retardation/developmental
disabilities who have challenging behaviors_ Shift
work evenings, nights,
weekend High school diploma or GED required.
Send resume to: P.0 Box
322, Benton, KY 42025
(please reference the area
and position in which you
are applying).
SHONEY'S Inn accepting
applications for full time
guest service representative. Please apply in
person.

BECOME a Medical Tran
scripeonst Opportunity to
work at home or in office
typing for doctors Home
study Free literature
PC 0 I Atlanta, Georgia
800-3627070 Dept
YYE742

ANT-LIKE SPEED- OUT
OF MEMORY- HARD
DRIVE FULL- It Ibis describes your computer
call HAWKINS RE.
SEARCH now 753-7001.
COMPUTER SALES.
SERVICE- TRAINING.
HAWKINS RESEARCH.
753-7001..
LOOK FOR HAWKINS
RESEARCH IN THE DIXIELAND SHOPPING
CENTER THIS SPRING.
LOOK FOR HAWKINS
RESEARCH IN THE DIXIELAND SHOPPING
CENTER THIS MAY.
140

want
To Buy

•

HOME and commercial
suntan beds Wholesale
prices on new and used
beds also a complete line
of lotions, parts lamps and
acrylics
Bob Allen
or
7 5 3 - 4 2 99

Mobile
Homes For Saki
A BEAUTIFUL CHAPEL
WEDDING in the Smoky
Mountains Gatlinburg s
late log chapel Charming
rustic borders national
park A dream wedding to fit
budget
your
1-800-554-1451

Business
Rentals

26R trailer 753-9866
BUY from our huge inventory or custom order your
new home,' Our pledge, if

you compare construction.
floors, gas heat
insulation, options arid set- crete
Monty of lights & outlets,
up
you
will
find
that
Dinluns
1-800-633-3459
wide overhead
will have your best housing double
doors. $200/mo Call AlliA CHAPEL IN THE
MOTORCYCLE helmets. WOODS- Be married in a value!! Dinkins Mobile son Photography
Gore Tex hunting boots. Smoky Mountain chapel in Homes, Inc Hwy 79E
753-8809

guns & ammo Jerry's
Sporting Goods Mayfield
Ky

NEW metal siding & rooting Cover 36'cut to length
in 10 colors galvanized
and galvalume Secondary
if available Portable carport kits 489-2722 or
489-2724
QUEEN size bed with
frame Queen size sofa
sleeper, microwave with
cabinet, car alarm system
492-8615
SUNQUEST WOLFF TANNING BEDS New
Commercial-Home Tanning Units From $199
Lamps -Lotions Accessories Payments
low as $20 Cali Today
FREE NEW Color Catalog
1-800-462-9197

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections 753-9433 day
or night

USED desks, chairs & fie
cabinets See at 405S 4th
or call 753-7668

CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols. Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

USED student desk, used
wood chairs, also hand
strip & refinished furniture.
George Hodge 806 Coldwater Rd. Murray.

Pans, Tn 1-800-642-4891

the woods No blood testwaiting period' Honeymoon MOBILE HOME REPOS
log cabins available' FOR SALE Singles/
1-800-729-4365
doubles Financing available Clean, late model
AFFORDABLE and beautihomes Green Tree Finanful Smoky Mountain wedcial Corporation/Kentucky.
ding in the mountain Log
606 - 2 23 - 1 0 1 0 ,
Chapel Everything pro- 1-800-221-8204
vided including formal wear
and cabins Free video with MOBILE HOME LOANS
photo album Christian M- Sellers/Buyers/Owners
nrstry (1-800-262-5683)
1964/newer- 12' larger
Green Tree Financial RefiARE you planning your
nancing Equity loans
WEDDING in Garlinburg?
Land/Horne Realtor calls
Let our expenenoed staff
welcome 1-800-221-8204,
help you with your plans.
after 5 1-800-895-1900
We provide photographs,
flowers, videos, lodging.
Call
MEMORIES MUST sell 12x60 2br newly
remodeled, South Marshall
1-800-242-7115.
Area, must be moved
EVERGREEN WEDDING $3500 obo 618-254-3506
CHAPEL Gatlinburg, Tennessee FULL WEDDING NEW spring &summer
SERVICES- candlelight hours 8 to 8 Mon thni Fri , 8
ceremonies, music, flow- to 6 Sat., 1 to 6 Sun Shop
ers, photographs, videos, where the big selections
receptions, lodging, or- and bargins are Dinkins
dained ministers, no blood Mobile Homes, Inc., Hwy
Paris,
Tn
test, no waiting. 79E,
1-800-642-4891.
( 6 1 5 )4 3 6 - 3 4 0 0 ,
1-800-464-3401.
280
Mobile
PAGEANT Girls 4- 19 for
Homes For Rant
1995 Miss KY Coed/TeerV
Preteen/Princess Pageant.
For brochure call 12x60 2BR &-ni NE of Mur
ray. Stove, refrigerator, a/c
1-800-484-2080 Ext.
8x12 storage building, nice
#7711 Of (502)781-2225.
deck, $210 plus deposit
$10,000 in prizes.
437-4386.
WEDDINGS. OLD2BR mobile home, C h/a,
FASHIONED Candlelite
water furnished. $275/mo.
ceremonies Smoky MounColeman RE, 753-9898.
tains chapel, overlooking
river, near Gatlinburg. 4- 2BR trailers, $165HORSE DRAWN CAR- $230/mo with lease and
RIAGE, Cabins, Jacuzzis. deposit, water, sewer,
Ordained Ministers. com- mowing and trash pick-up
plete arrangements. included. Located in Gro1 -800-448-VOWS (8697).
g an's . 759-2570 or
753-3860.
270
NICE 2br on large private
lot, 7 mi East451Murray.
RAM Foe SA-,
Linzy Beane resident
12x60 2BR w/d hook-up, 436-2582.
very nice, fully set-up on
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
rented lot, $4750
electric or gas Walking dis753-6012.
tance to college. 753-5209.
14x 70 2BR 1'/4 bath mobile
SMALL trailer for rent.
home on 80x180 lot.
474-8056.
Underpinned, central h/a,
8x8 porch, 10-6x14-6 cov285
ered patio, 10x6 metal storMobilo
age building, good condiNom Lots For Rent
tion. 753-5592 after 5pm.
14x70 2BR 2 bath, like new. NEW park, newer model
homes only. Concrete
489-2161 after 7pm.
drives & walks. Trash pick1990 14x70 2BR 2 bath on up & city water. $100/mo.
wooded lot 489-2161 after 492-8488
7pm

EARN up to $1,000 weekly
VENDING machines- 10
150
processing mail. Start now
tabletop size machines with
Artickis
no experience, free sup- SHONEY'S is hiring for
stands, like new, great moFor Salt
plies, information, no obli- servers & cooks. Apply in
neymaker, $3,800 for all.
gation. Send self person.
$595 POOLS POOLS 753-3515'or 753-4527
addressed stamped enve$595- Brand new 19x31 WHOLESALE pre-cut, prelope to Alamo Dept. 8407,
070
family size pool complete engineered post frame
Bandera Rd., Suite
with deck, filter, liner, heat- building packages We self
133-216, San Antonio, Tx
& Childcare
ing device and more! 100% Posts, beams, roof trusses,
78250.
financing 1-800-846-2725. floor trusses, metal, trim,
CLEANING houses is my
EXPERIENCED carpenter business. Reliable and ex- 5FT metal ccintruction job and house packages.
in framing & finish work. perienced, references. Call box. 492-8516 or DANDI SYSTEMS
436-2766.
800-282-7799.
Linda 759-9553.
762-7221.
FRIENDLY TOYS AND MOTHER of two will do BIG POOL CLEARANCE WOLFF TANNING BEDS
GIFTS has "openings for babysitting in my home at- Huge 19'x31' 0.D. Family
Over 200 commercial and
demostrators in your area ternoons, $1/hr 1 child, sized pool with beautiful home units in stock for irnPart-time hrs. fulltime pay, 44-.-604# for two 498-6137. L-suildeck, fence & filter __mediate delivery. 100% fiover 800items. Celebrating
&988- com..ancing. 90 days same as
4341-Y .
our 40th anniiersaty.' ball WRIddbielikkeepingin fTly-N°W
plete.
Installabon
arraoged, cash. 1-800-558-5571.
home, experienced .
1-800-488-4875.
100%
financing!
Cal
Keith
753-7995.
155
at 1-800-759-6058 Limited
FULL time x-ray tech
area.
needed for busy physi- WILL do housecleaning, ofcian's office. Send resume fice & house boats. Expeh- BLUE formal dress with
to PO Box 1040S, Murray, once & references. Cat gold jacket (size 14), $125.
SPEED Queen Whirlpool
Ky 42071.
Eve. 474-2131.
2 vacuums, $10 each. Ski./ washers & dryers, coin opHAIR stylist needed. Apply WILL set with elderly row machine, $25..2 twin erated. 753-8221 8am- 12
beds w/frames,$15 each.6 noon or 1:30- 5pm
in person Kut-n-Kurl. weekend & evenings, exdrawer dresser, $30. Small 753-8668.
753-1682.
perienced. 753-9016.
commercial microwave,
LPN or CMA for busy phsi$50. 2 Raton chairs with USED refrigerators &
cian's office, full time posimatching glass top table, stoves. 753-7668 days.
Position
tion. Send resume to P.O.
$125.
Call 435-4593 after
Wanted
Box 1040S, Murray, Ky
SOLD
3Pm
42071.
CARPENTER/ Helper
BOGARD trucking and exMARTHA'S Restuarant ac- have own tools 474-8855
cavating, inc. We haul top
cepting applications. Apply
soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
inn
in person afternoons Monrock, rip rap. Mon-Fri
Elusinns
Fri, ask for John.
8-4pm, 753-2446.
42' DINETTE & chairs,
Opportunity
fa ii Utii//341
solid oak, excellent condiMOLD MAKER POSIbike,
$40.
EXERCISE
tion. $350. Call 753-5644
TIONS available in injec- BE YOUR OWN BOSS. 753-7995.
after 5pm.
tion molding/extrusion fa- Process insurance claims
cility. Excellent pay/ for healthcare providers. FOR sale 1991 Sears
DOUBLE dresser & matchbenefits (medical, 401K, Free 486 computer when Craftsman lawn mower,
41
ing chest, desk, coffee
pension, life, dental). Re- you purchase our PHYS- 124 hp, 36' cut with grass
table, couch, credenza mirDistributor
OFT
Software
sumes: Hunter Douglas,
catcher attachments, exror, lamps. 753-7704
1600 Ragu, Owenboro, Ky Package. For info cellent condition,$925. Call
800-722-SAMS
(24
hrs.).
42303.
753-6923.
LOVESEAT mauve & blue,
SAT. APRIL 8Th,1995
1yr old, loveseat, couch &
FOR sale: Shop approx FOR sale tanning beds
MURRAY Christian 2000 sq. ft. on V. acre. lmi
recliner fight brown & ivy,
10am- 6pm 753-1300
Academy is accepting ap- S.E. of Murray. Office, bath
I o
3yrs old. Microwave or tv
plications for teachers, inside drain, gas heat, GARDEN tillers Rear-Tine cart, 16x30. Braided rug
grades K-6 Call 759-1555 $28,000. 753-0062.
TROY-BILT tillers, at low, blue & mauve 9x12, end
for application.
direct from the factory tables, coffee and sofa
FRANCHISE for sale- May- prices. For FREE catalog table, all in extra good conNURSES Aide full time. field, Paris, Benton. 10amwith prices, special SAV- dition. Call 753-9822.
Prefer CMA or CNA, 3pm- 6pm 7531300.
INGS NOW IN EFFECT,
I1pm shift.-Pleasant atmoQUEEN size bedroom
sphere, good working con- LOCAL retail clothing store and model guide, call TOLL suite, new comforter set,
FREE
1-800-922-4600,
ditions. Apply in person. No for sale in Murray. Send
$750. 759-9678.
phone calls please. EOE. inquiries to, P.O. Box Dept. 6.
Fern Terrace Lodge, 1505 1040R, Murray, Ky 42071. GLASS FOR SUNROOMS WATERBED PRODUCTS
DISCOUNTED! 'Heaters
Stadium View Dr.
PCYNOGENOL- This pow- OR ROOM ENCLOSURES $19.99, waveless mattres
DON'T MISS WM DAY OF Ant AOC= EICCRESIENT111
50%
BELOW
RETAIL.
PART time kitchen/ counter erful antioxidant superfood
sass $44.95, Queen SoftCONSIGN TO THIS AUCTION!!
help Mon- Fri. Apply at has become America's 44x62 Thermopane side beds from $299. UPS/
Pam's 410 Main St. No most successful and lucra- $29.95. Many other sizes FEDEX delivery. Enormavailable- Clear, bronze,
BRING YOUR EQUIPMENT TO THE FAIRGROUNDS
phone Calls please.
tive home based business
ous selection at wholesale
For your free copy to an and low-e. Free information prices FREE COLOR CAON THURSDAY AND FRIDAY APRIL 6TH & MI
PEOPLE Lease Tem... ary
amazing powerful doctor's 1-800-841-9842.
TALOG 1-800-992-0873
Service is now a
tape call 1-800-409-0077.
MARLIN model 60 22 rifle,
jc JAMES R. CASH
applications for light i. ,
19in
Zenith remote control
rial work & general labor:
THE AUCTIONEER • FANCY FAR': KENTUCKY
TV, 2 chain saws, stair
in Murr6z
Classifieds
ay_ aIatthe
Nand Paris n
R
stationary exerstepper,
be
.,gin $5/h
up
Office Open
cise bike, Remtimgton
Must apply
Village
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
chainsaw for parts, small FORD 2000 tractor,
AUCTION STARTS AT 9:00 A.M.-SHARPII
Office Center next door to
Monday-Friday
toolbox, Slip tiller, desk, old 436-2199
Cams Jeep Eagle on Hwy
army footlocker and a 8hp GRAIN truck, 8600 Ford
8 a.m.-11 a.m.
641 North between the
rear tine tiller needs work tractor, 2 row tobacco set- R.A.R E. AUCTION- RARE.AUCTION - RARE. AUCTION
Saturday
hours of 8am-5pm.
Call 753-4094 after 4pm
ter, tobacco sticks. Call after 5pm 753-7845.
Absolute Auction

C

0
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T
D
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N
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CONSIGNMENT AUCTION

THE MAYFIELD OPEN

AT 9:00 AM.- SHARP!!

G

THE FAIRGROUNDS•MAYFIELD,

SIZE TRACTOR
SMALL TO MEDIUM
75FORKUFTS
- BACKHOES - DOZERS
COMBINES- MUCKS - TRAILERS
600PIECES OF FARM MACHINERY
HAY - PLANUNG - IMAGE EQUIPME

PHONE 502-623-8466

At the late Brent William's farm
7 miles east of Hazel on East State Line Rd.
SELLING: 282 Massey Ferguson tractor, plow, disk, cultivator,
851 New Holland round hay baler, New Holland hay rack, New
Holland hay bine, 12 ft. Woods bushhog, rubber tire wagon,flat
bed trailer, cattle head chute, like new Stihl power saw, hay fork,
Boome pole, box blade, boat & trailer, opp. 100 new steel fence
post, 14 metal panels, seed sewer, many hand tools, a few
antique stone jugs & wash kettles, 1974 Int. 2ton grain truck, 15
ft. bed & hoist, i.,
rble top washstand,tin door pie safe,oak wall
telephone, rocking chair, wall clock,2 broad axes,blue fruit jars.
Lots more too numerous to mention. The equipment is in good
work shape. This is a good little country auction, so come be
with us
NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ACCIDENTS

AUCTIONEER

Tobacco plant trays for float
beds, 200 plant trays
435-4201 after 6pm
195
Heavy
Equipment
FOR sale. 2000lb forklift,
tow motor, triple action, excellent condition.
502-753-5561.

GUNS buy, sell or trade
436-5650
2111
Firewood

A FIREWOOD for sale
437 4667

Miss Your
Paper?

Terry Shoemaker

Call 7811918

Phone: (502) 759-4424

Paper wit be delivered
that evening!

LJUI41t.Ll

Saturday, April 8th • 10 a.m.
Rain or Shine

Friday, April 7, 1007 a.m.
Hwy. 62 3 miles east of Paducah, Ky.
Real Estate- Restaurant - Convenience Marl
Apartment - Bait and Tackle - Game Room
Ky. Like Lock and Key Business
Lake Plaza - Possum Trot
Plus Equipment Liquidation
All Single Phase Equipment: 5 Reach In
Display Coolers;8 x 16 Ft. Walk-In Freezer/
Cooler; Slush Puppy Machine; Popcorn
Popper; Wolf 36" Griddle Range;4 Ft. and 8
Ft. Delis: Hot Dogger-Star; Post Mix 4 Head 0
-4
Fountain;2-Hobart 2 Door SS Refrigerators; "e)
Shake Mixers; Blizzard Maker; SS Tables;
20 Ot. Hobart Mixer; 5 Glass Show Cases;
Ammunition: Bait and Tackle; Air Rifles; Life
Jackets; Oil; Restaurant Supplies; 2 Lincoln
Conveyor Pizza Ovens; Dedield 9 Ft. Salad
Bar; 2 x 6 Portable Salad Bar; 2 x 4 Portable
Hot Bar; Broco Gas Broaster;3 Deep Fryers;
Office Equipment; 3 TEC Cash Registers;
Signs; 2-Taylor Ice Cream Machines; SS
Tables; Globe Slicer; Prep Tables; Plymold
ZZICJI•ItE

TOBACCO barns for sale
10am- 6pm 753-1300

AUCTION SALE

1000 SO FT new building MURRAY Manor Apartsuitable for retail office or ments now accepting applibeauty shop Call cations for 1 2br apart753-0035
ments Apply in person
60x33 SHOP in town con- 1 30pm 4pm Mon Fri

Booths, Tables, Chairs; Dishes; Glasses;
Pizza Pans, SS Pans; Much, Much More.

Call 1-800-307-SOLD
For Sale Bills And Terms

Robert Alexander
Broker/Auctioneer

RARE.AUCTION -fl ARE

AUCTION -R APE AUCTION

DOWNTOWN office space
available across from
courthouse $96/mo includ-

ing all utilities 753-1266
RETAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center
753-4509 or 753-6612
120
Apartments
For Rent

1409 Duigiud Dr

NEW 4b duplex 2'4 bath,
appliances, garage w/d
hook-up now available,
$635/mo (12 mo lease)
New 3br duplex 2 bath,
appliances, garage, wid
hook-up, available May 1
$625/mo (12 mo lease)
28R apt $245 1BR apt
$235 Downtown now avail
able Deposit required, no
pets 753-4937 436-2741
nights
NOW renting I br apts, College Farm Rd Apts,
$210/per month Call
753-6716 after 5pm

1,2,3BD apts Furnished, NOW
taking applications
very nice near MSU No for Section 8
low rent houspets
7 5 3 - 1 2 5 2 ing Apply in person
at
days,753-0606 after 5pm
Southside Manor, 906
1BR apt furnished, avail- Broad St Extended, beable April 1st, $200/mo plus tween 8am- 12noon No
phone calls please Equal
deposit, no pets 121 N
next to fairgrounds. Housing Opportunity.
753-3139
UPSTAIRS apt. 2br,
1BR duplex on Hwy 280, $350/mo, stove, refrigeraenergy efficient No pets tor_ 759-4104.
$285/mo +deposit
753-8848 before 9prn
140
Houses
1 OR 2br apts near downFor Rent
town Murray. 753-4109.
1615 BELMONT,3br,living
1 or 2BR furnished or unroom, den, 1 'A bath, cenfurnished, no pets. tral gas
heat & air, stove,
753-6609.
refrigerator, dishwasher,
1 ROOM efficiency, very outside storage building.
near MSU, partial utilities Rent $550, dep. $500, refurnished Available now ference. 753-0430.
Coleman RE, 753-9898.
2BR 1 bath, with shower,
1. ROOMS for rent at 1614 gas heat, carport, great in
Olive. Utilities furnished town location, lmo deposit,
Share kitchen, living room $400/mo, no pets.
& bathroom facilities. Walk 753-7920.
to MSU. Coleman RE
2BR with stove & refrigera753-9898.
tor, gas heat, 8mi W. of
2BR 2 bath duplex, ap- Murray, no pets. 435-4294.
pliances furnished, w/d
3BR close to campus,
hook-up, central h/a,
$300/mo, available imme$475/mo, 1 month deposit,
diately. Call 753-0933 for
year lease, no pets
info.
753-2905 or 753-7536.
house in town,storage
2BR apartment for rent. No 38R
building, central gas heat &
peSt--sg.(Near campus air, stove & refrigerator,
7580.
6375/Yno, deposit required,
2BR duplex off 94E, no pets. 753-7879.
$240/mo deposit, no pets
4BR home 3 bath in town
753-8848 before 9pm.
$600/mo plus deposit, 6
2BR duplex in Northwood. blocks from university. Call
618-533-1428 leave mes759-4406.
sage, will return call
2BR duplex, lyr old, Northwood, washer, dryer & ap- NEAR Kirksey 3br 1 bath,
pliances furnished, no pets, w/d hook-up, water furn$425/mo plus deposit. ished, central h/a, appliances furnished, no pets,
753-4487.
$450/mo deposit, refer2BR Embassy Apartments,
ences, lyr lease.
central gas heat, available
753-6723.
now. $300/mo. Coleman
RE, 753-9898.
360
2BR upstairs apt. No pets,
For Rent
refrigerator, stove furnOr Lease
ished.. 4 miles out 121 S.
$285/mo plus deposit. CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center
489-2296.
Drive behind Shoney's
ATTRACTIVE 113r unfurn- $20-$40/mo. 759-4081.
ished apt. Good location,
coming in
spacious, water, garbage LOOK what's
Eastside Boat & Mini
May!
pick-up, stove, refrigerator
Call now to refurnished, no pets, down Storages.
your space
payment of $200, afford- serve
753-0834 or 759-9835.
able rent 753-1817
EXTRA nice 2br duplex NORTHWOOD Storage
with carport, gas heat, ap- presently has units avail753-2905,
pliances, no pets, deposit & able Call
lease. 1817 Ridgewood 753-7536_
370
$425. 753-7457.
Livestock
KENTUCKY Lake, LakeIi Supplies
land Westly Village, lbr
apartment, utilities in- 16' GOOSENECK with 6
cluded, rent based on in- dressing room, finished out
come.55 & older, handicap camper door, $3,200.
& disabled. Equal Housing 437-4092.
Opportunity.
AQHA REG. 6yr old Sorrell
502-354-8888.
gelding, 15.1H, $1750.
MUR-CAL Apartments now 435-4029.
accepting applications for
1110
1, 2 and 3br apartments
Pets
Phone 759-4984. Equal
Supplies
kiousing Opportunity.
NEW 2br duplex with carport & storage, $425/mo
753-7951.
NEAR University, available
May 1. Deluxe, 1st floor apt
2br & living room, extra
large with fine quality, plush
carpet. Kitchen- dinette has
range, refrigerator, disposer and w/d hook-up
Four roomy closets, central
h/a, clean, ready to move
in. Recently repainted,
$340/mo. 753-4560 9am5Pm

1 8WK OLD male Miniature
Schnauzer, color salt &
pepper. 502-436-5439 call
evenings.
AFRICAN Pygmy Hedge
each
hog, $60
901-642-0916 in no answer
leave message
AKC COCKER Spaniel
puppies, 2 black females, 1
buff male, $75. 759-9320

DOG Day
759-1768

Afternoon

FOR sale Jack Russell
Pups
Phone
502-863-2033
HAVE an obedient, sale
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436-2858
PEG'S Dog Grooming
753-2915

121 .5
444,1
Rd.

8
Lots
100IS
every

410

Public
Sate

ESTATE OPEN
HOUSE AND
TAG SALE
809 N. 20th St.
Numerous household
and yard items
April 7th and 8th
Doors open at
8.-00

Ga

121 N
299,
on
Watcl

Cons(
size

reos,
clothir
1986

Yard Sale
April 7 &
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
West 94 Lynn Grove,
passed flashing light.
Watch signs. No
checks.
Crafts, queen spread,
curtain, shams, household items, clothes -

ladies 6, 8, 10, men's
sweaters, pants, shirts all good.

4-Party
Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
641 to Puryser, red light
turn right, you're then.
Furniture,
clothes,
shoes, brass, Seylour
boat, trolling motor, battery and charger, lob DT "
odds& ends. Something
for everyone.
Cancel d rain.

1st m
tight
behini
Store.

Childri
men's
plus k

G;

8
701(

ner

bloci

Marini
everyc
Wax

(1Q1.111)f
MISC.

Lai
Carport
Sale
Hwy. 94E to 280 or
East V.Follow sign to
sale. Rieman Rd.
April 7 8 8
7 a.m.-4 p.m.
TV., dishwasher and
many other items.

Garage Sale
mum, April 6
Fri, April 7
II 5.15.4 p.m
4 'nibs south of Muffsy
on 641
Apple II C4 Computer, also
have computer desk,5 h.p.
garden Iller, 3.5 h.p. lawn
mower with rear bagger,
calculabr,
typewriter,
woodcrafts, ALMA cassette player and 10 channel
scanner with weather channel, much more.

150'

Sofa;
lures
carix

Bi

1904

Cloth
size'
golf
ends.

Multi-Party
Yard Sale
Sat., April 8
7 a.m.-2 p.m.
1618 Sycamore St.
Furniture, cookware,
baby items, dishes,
vacuum cleaner, etc.

Ga

5m1

0
7

4211

Horns
Loan*

ABLE Mortage "Refinance
CFA REGISTERED Per- specialist' bad credit
okl
sian Chinchilla kittens, 1-800-715-5222.
6wks old 753-5950.

110
7

Estate Auction
Sat., April 8, 1995 • 10 a.m.
At the home place of Mrs. Dortha Powers, 213 Mayfair
Drive just off Cuba Road in Mayfield, Ky.

Old chifferobe - spindle back rocker - bedside table - old dresser
-4 drawer chest - straight chairs - hi back rocker - round maple

table & chairs - electric cook stove - frost free ref. with ice
maker - washer & dryer - vacuum cleaner - couch & chair recliner - miniature lamps - coffee & end tables - table lamps Zenith color t.v. - wall decorative items - wall clock - pictures &
frames - sheets - hand & face towels - 8 place setting of
dinnerware - flatware - pots & pans - small kitchen appliances
- iron skillets - some old glass & china -(2)odd beds, springs &
mattress - fold up walker - fruit jars - water hose - other items
not listed. Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for
accidents.
I.
For more information and your auction needs phone 435-4144.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane
Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

•

641 I
right.
at Ito
on It
Well
Name
shoei
& ki
items

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Garage
Sale
121 SO. turn east on
444,6 miles to Ridge

Rd.
Fri. & Sat
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Lots of misc., some
tools. Something for
everyone

3 Party
Yard Sale
Fri., April 8
a.m.-12 Noon
1509 Cleyshite
No Early Sa4es
Trolling motor, fishing
suppies, clothes, new
1
2
shoes - ladies size 8/
or 9, lortnal dress, white
bed, cordless
day
phone, etc

3 Party
Garage Sale

2nd Annual
Garage Sale

Saturday
8 am.
121 N. to Stella, Rt. on
299,90 12 miles. Lett
on Alex Fork Rd.
Watch for signs.
Console TV., queen
size waterbed, 2 stereos, men's & women's
clothing, guns, knives,
1986 Nissan 300D(

Fri. &
dl 3 p.m.
Ran or Shine
South on 12th to left on
RIverwood, tallow signs.
Prom dresses, antique
sewmg machine, wicker dining tads, ladies & men's
doting. shoes, kithen
items, assorted household
items, *tree, mudi

3 Family
Yard Sale
1st mobile horns on the
right of Hwy. 94 East
behind the East "r
Store.
Thurs., April 6
FrL.Apqll7
II am. to?
C,hikiren's clothes, toys,
men's & women's clothes,
pius lots, lot morel

sit.

8 a.m.

more.

3 Party
Yard Sale
505 S. 6th
FM. & Sat
6:30 am
Clothes size 3-Plus
Size, Home Interior,
toys, curtains, bedspread, tools, light fixtures and much more.

Garage Sale
Fri. & Sat
8 am-4 p.m.
701 Goodman - corner Broad St, 1
block off Glendale.

1507 Chaucer Dr.
(Canterbury)
Fri. 48 Sat.
8 a.m.-?
Sofas, chairs, pictures, beds,t.v., some
carpet, and lots more.

Big Yard
Sale
Fri. 8 Sat
7:30 a.m..?
1904 Gatesborough
Circle
Clothes (toys birthsize 10,ladies 10-12),
golf items, odds &
ends.

5 miles out 121 a
Thurs. & Fri.
April 6 & 7
7 a.m.-2 p.m.

Yard
Sale
1104 Sycamore
Fri. & Sat.
April 7 & 8
7 a.m.-3 p.m.
Antiques, clothes and
more.

April 7 & 8
8 am.-1 p.m.
641 South to Hazel,
right at gas station,left
at stop sign,4th house
on left. Follow sign.
Well worth ths drive.

Name brand clothes &
shoes (men's, women's
& kids), toys, household
items & more.
410

Real
Estate

I

Farms
For Sale
33 ACRES. stocked lake
fenced pasture, greenhouse. 14x70 3br mobile
home Coleman Real Estate 753-9898
MINI Mini Farm, 28 acres,
3.5 miles from town Large
remodeled country home.
3br, 2 bath, oak kitchen &
custom features throughout Just reduced,
$129,900. Call Mur- Cal
Realty. 753-44.44

Motorcycles

Used
Trucks

Services
Offered

1976 HONDA Odyssey.
250CC new piston new
rear ores newly recovered
seat, reduced to $650 must
sell 753-4249

972 CHEVY custom deluxe 350 auk) pis, pt,
extra sharp $3,800 fem.
serious inquires only
759-9711 alter 6pm

ANTIQUE refinishing fur
niture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056

Homes
For Sale

DUPLEX on Hillwood,
$72,000, each side 2br,
central h/a, appliances, vad
hook-up, deck. Great rental
history. Coleman Real Estate 753-9898
FOR your Real Estate
needs, including Auction,
see Wilson Realty on 121
South or call 753-5086.

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all price ranges. If
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St.
1416 MICHELLE Drive- 2br
2 full bath duplex, utility,
kitchen with all appliances,
stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, microwave and
disposal, gas heat, electric
air. 2yrs old, very nice, must
see to appreciate. Shown
by appointment only Call
527-2370 or 753-0262.
WANTED: Waterfront
property- 2 or 3br with or
without dock. Preferred
price range $80,000 to
$125,000. 753-1492. Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors.

43S

BEAUTIFUL flat lot, all
underground city utilities ins
coding gas Last available
lot in Preston Heights, located behind Gatesborough, $13,900 753-2339.
LAKE LOT bargins! 2.AC
back lot- $8,900 1+AC
lakefront $19,900 Prestigious new development on
Lake Barkley, KY. Woods/
meadows loaded w/ amenities Mild climate. low
taxes, perfect for vacations/
retire Low financing, save
now
call
big
1-800-858 1323 ext 3417
Woodland Acres
WATERFRONT lot near
Murray, good year around
water, installed water line,
restricted subdivision
759-441p,

1988 HARLEY Davidson
After 6pm
softail
753-9506
1991 WARRIOR, $2700.
759-9365
94 MODEL Honda 300
Four Trax, 4wd with winch,
$4,300. 437-4202.
i190
Used
Cars

2BR l'A bath brick, very
nice, central h/a, sunporch, 1974 DODGE maxi van, 15
just outside city, $67,900. passenger, 360 engine,
Coleman RE 753-9898$1,750. 492-8247 after
5pm.

3 BR-2 Bath
Excellent Location
$62,000
753-5561
2BR 1 bath cedar siding
home on 2 acres. Has 1,4
car detached garage, in
Lynn Grove area, $48,000
Call and leave message
435-4399-

AUCTION, SATURDAY,
APRIL 15th, 10am EST. 3BR duplex for sale.
753-5114 or 753-7947.
Henderson-Hardy furniture
Company. High quality
APPEALING decor & exAmerican made furniture &
cellent Spring Creek Oaks
accessories. Bullitt County' location are great features
fairgrounds, I-65 & Hwy' of this home. Beautiful dou245, Sheperdsville, KY.
ble lot, inviting patio area,
Bruce Thomason, Auction-' towering 2 story great
eer. 1-502-955-7342.
room, fireplace, large
kitchen & second fireplace
set
this home apart, offered
430
at $240,000 thru Kopperud
Real
Realty 753-1222,
Estate
MLS/3000217.
DUPLEX on Northwood
Dr., $87,500. Each side
2br, central h/a, appliances, w/d hook-up,
deck, excellent rental history. 436-5725.

NDA Odyssey, 1977 CHEVY C-30 17. ton
ndi suspension, 4ivd, utility
bed, $4800 753-8091
5pm. leave
1980 DATSON 4x4, blue
1980 HONDAMATIC 400 truck. Aslung $1000 Call
street bike excellent condi- after 5pm 753-8341
tion, $700 474-8720 after 1986 IAAZDA truck 82000,
5P‘TI
5ep a/c high mileage, ex1981 HONDA GL-500 cellent condition $2650
Silvenving, $1595 obo Call 753-7867
753-0331 after 5pm
1987 FORD XLT Lariat,
1982 750 HONDA Night Ion, 4x4, winch with bumper and topper included,
Hawk excellent condition
road ready 753-0895 after $7500 474-2251 or
753-7687 after 5pm
5pm

den

3BR 2 bath, city water,
central h/a, will sell or trade
for mobile home.

Lake
Property

4 Party
Yard Sale

asn

3BR 2 bath, 1800 sq. ft.
brick home, l'A acre lot,
dose to town, new gas
central h/a, carpet, floor
covering & septic tank all
less than 5yrs old. Call
753-2309 after 5pm.

HALEY Appraisal Service,
Haley
Bob
call
502-489-2266.

3 Party
Garage Sale

BY owner large '4 acre lot
in Woodgate Subdrvision,
all city utilities included Restrictions apply Priced
$16,900 Call David King
753-8355 Mon- Fri.
759-9854 nights &
weekends

2BR cottage near Ky Lake,
$49,500. Coleman RE
753-9896.

Moving - something for
everyone. Antques, Civil
War books, linens, appliances, tools, fshing
equipment. tuck knacks,
misc.
Ran or Shine

Large Garage/
Moving Sale

2 LOTS ton sake in Preston
Heights all utilities available lot sizes 100230
each 753-9741

BE the first owner of a 2
story brick home in a prime
city subdivision. 4BR, 211
baths, features: Marvin
windows, 17ft foyer ceiling,
white kitchen, columns,
fireplace, tile and hardwood
floors, cultured marble, hot
tub, deck & more. Call
759-2571, 435-4013 or
435-4040.

1978 FORD Futura, $600.
759-1518. Can be seen at
735 Vine St,
1981 BUICK Regal, needs
work, $300. 474-8720 after
5pm.
1984 FORD LTD wagon
$800, obo. 492-8198.
1986 PEUGEOT 505 STI
maroon with grey leather
interior, $2000. 1978 Chevrolet pick-up straight six,
3sp on column, $1,200.
Both run well. 753-6709.

1987 FORD Ranger 4wd
Phone
auto trans
(502)492-8403
1989 FORD Bronco II XLT,
white on grey, auto, V-6,
loaded, all power, cloth,
4x4 Sharp sharp' $5,850
Phone 502-875-4050
dealer.
1989 MAZDA 82200 truck,
extended cab, 74,XXX
miles, $5,750. 759-1118.
1993 CHEVY Cheyenne
black, 6cyl, 28,XXX miles,
lwb, warranty, aluminum
wheels, automatic, excel
lent condition, $12,800.
762-2720.
70 MODEL Chevrolet 1 ton,
new flat bed,42,XXX actual
miles, $4,900. 437-4202.
SHARP Ford F250 maroon
with tinted windows, new
wheels & tires, 76,XXX
miles. Phone 753-4122.
510
Campers
29' AIRSTREAM rear bath,
new interior, all systems
work, road ready
753-0114.

1986 PONTIAC Grand Am,
black auto a/c, sun roof,
103,XXX miles, original 32 FOOT Holiday camper
owner, garage kept. $3000. Serious Inquires
759-4081.
only. 502-759-4414.
1988 BONNEVILLE SE,
87,XXX miles, very nice.
753-6984 or 753-1151.

HARLOD ZUPAN RV
Knoxville, Tennessee
1-800-394-4577- South1988 MERCURY Sable, east Largest RV selection.
V-6, full power, below aver- Best deale in U-4.- pushers
32/40-76K, A-Class
age miles, extra clean, excellent car. 753-4978 if no 25737'-39K/63K, C-Class
21'/32'-42'K/59K. Lowest
answer leave message.
prices on acres of travel
1988 TORONADO Trofeo' trailers. Pop-ups $2995 &
every available option in- up.
cluding moonroof and
leather 'interior, 91,XXX,
520
$5,500 obo. 435-4171.
Boats
& Motors
1989 BUICK Regal, nice
graduation present, fully 166 FT Wellcraft runloaded. Call after 5:30pm about new inboard, motor,
753-0087.
nice. 759-2338

1989 PONTIAC Firebird, 1980 VIP 16ft run-about,
V-6, excellent condition, 90hp Johnson, looks good,
black, $5500. Phone runs great, $2000 obo.
436-2672
759-9196.
1991 CAMARO convertible
white/black, loaded, one
owner. 395-6357 leave
message.

1982 BAJA 18ft, V-6,
175hp, inboard/outboard,
excellent condition, with
trailer, $6500. Days
502-247-5814, night &
1991 MITSUBISHI Eclipse, weekends 502-247-3162.
excellent condition, very
sporty, very economical, 1987 179 STARKS, dual
priced to sell. 753-7749 ask console, all the extras, excellent condition, garage
for Bob.
kept 753-2769.
FOR Investors, 2812 sq. ft. 1991 T-BIRD loaded, low
1993 YAMAHA Waveruner
new duplex, Fall Brook miles. 753-3536.
3, excellent conditon, still
Sub. Rental income
$1100/mo, Price $123,000. 1993 HONDA Accord (an- under warrany,.753-0890.
niversary edition) white
492-8516 or 762-7221.
trimmed with gold, 1 owner, 1994 SEA- Doo SPX,
only 23)00: miles. Tele- 650CC, excellent condiHOME for sale: 4/5br, l'A
tion, trailer, cover, vest.
bath, family room, dining phone 753-1665,
502-759-3021.
room, living room, big
kitchen, $87,990. 1993 TOYOTA Paseo FOR sale: Moving, must
31,XXX miles, excellent
753-6235.
sell 1989 Stratos 20ft Poncondition. 759-2510
toon boat. E-Z loader
NEW 4br 3-4 bath, 2 story
1993
XLT
FORD
Explorer,
trailer, 60hp Johnson mohome with large master
4x4, low miles, mint condi- tor, power trim, very low
suite with hisl & hers
tion, $19,000. 753-1493.
miles, 12-24 OMC trolling
closets. Large sunny
kitchen & large formal di- 1994 CAMARO Z28- Blue motor, 18gal tank, oil fuel
ning room, 3 car garage, with grey interior, loaded, injector, Lowrance fish looffered at $163,900 thru Bose CD player with sub- cator, am/fin radio & casKopperud
Realty woofer, remote keyless en- sette, temperature guage,
753-1222 M LS13000160
try, tinted windows, GTS flasher depth finder, two
head & tail light covers, anchors, rod holders, Bi15,500 miles. Excellent mini top full storage cover,
condition. $18,000. Phone custom seat covers, live
Frankfort 502-227-8015.
well, price $8,900. If inter1994 RED Trans Am GT, ested call 474-2337 before
loaded, $19,000. Call after tOpm anyday.
3pm on mobile number FOR sale: Pontoon boat.
559-3580.
28FT 1977 Harris float boat
FOR sale: 1993 Dodge Dy- with 1977 Johnson Sea
motor.
NEW affordable homes, nasty 4dr, V-6, 21,XXX Horse
or
2-3br in city. Starts at mid miles, 1 owner, loaded, 502-726-6911
50's, financing available, $10,800. 753-9631 after 502-726-31332.
payments less than rent. 5pm.
TIDECRAFT bass boat, tilt,
Sidewalks, storm sewers, FOR sale: 1991 Ford trailer. Sap, trolling motor,
curbs & all underground Taurus
GL, good condition, $1500 759-1607
utilities 753-4444.
$5000 firm 436-2037
530
NEW by owner, extremely FOR sale Honda Prelude,
Services
well built, very spacious black, 1988, nice & new
Offered
4br. 3 bath home in Preston tires 753-8054
Heights, 2018 Carol Dr.
Al Al A TREE SERVICE
large living room,extremely
hedge trimming, landscap
nice kitchen, custom caing, mulching & mulch haul496
binets with large dining
ing, gutter cleaning Clean
area, 14x28 bonus room
up junk, garbage. Odd jobs
Vans
By appointment only
also Al househld moving
753-5677.
1985 BLUE Chevy rased Free estimates Tim Lamb
roof Gladiator conversion 436-5744.
NEW home 3br 2 bath on 1
acre lot, priced in the 60's, van, with lots of extras, A-1 Tree professionals
will sell or trade. 489-2161 local, one owner, $5,850 Stump removal, tree sprayCall Bill Kopperud ing, serving Murray, Calloafter 7pm
7531222 day, 753-6620 way County since 1980
NEW home, Coles Camp- evening.
Free estimates 436-2247
ground Rd 3br 2 bath, cen1989 FORD Aerostar van, or 492-8737
tral gas electric, 190:Mg ft
Irving area on 1 22 acres, V-6, auto, air, pis, p/b, A and A Lamb's lawn mownice Call Mur Cal Realty cruise, am/fm tape, ing, light hauling, tree trim110,XXX miles, $4,350. ming, Mark 436-2528.
753-4444
436-5610.
NICE 2br brick home in
ALL around yard work,
Almo Extra nice 28x32 1989 PLYMOUTH Voya- mowing, hauling, odd
concrete block garage/ ger, 7 passenger. V-6, ask- Jobs, trimming. 759-2338.
mg $4,500 Call after 6pm
shop, double shaded lot
ALL around hauling, mowMur Cal Realty 753-4444
753-6063
ing, tree work, junk dean
up, cleaning out gutters,
Joa. 436-2867

New 3 BR-2 Bath
$67,500
Inside City

753-5561

CLASSIFIED

3fli

510

500

sin
Pubic
Sale

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30. years exBOBBY
perience
HOPPER, 436-5848

D & D Lawncare 489-2296
Four Star
*
Mobile Flame
Parts & Service
eo.cree S docks a.asalsis

*

vi(Mola (001
SMool (oat CciaIN
Wnito (o01 COal,ng

iervICae
Mend

Free
Cobalt&

WINDOW & door repair &
replacement Senior Cit
discount 759-1799

AKC REGISTERED Siberian Husky Full grown blue
Oyes very friendly Cali
753-7192 after 5 30pm

YARD mowing tree estimates 753-6344

CLASSIFIED

GUTTERS CLEANED
& REPAIRED
No Job Too Small

527-7380
BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replacement 759-1515
BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Septic system, driveways, hauling, foundations,
etc. 759-4664.

CUTE small puppies part
Rat Terrier part Chow
753-8125
FREE Kitten 753-0202
leave message

Evon00., vinyl onOorpornmi
• lillonny warranty

K Row um/or/among
Doors, windows, frolvil
wing, Soo, ',pad
Woos korn&O,

D & M Lawn
Service

711( COM/MO(1N

1
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Phone (502) 4924488
* Hwy. 641 N. Hazel *
KITCHEN CABINET REFACING Make your old
new again with Formica All
colors, free estimates
Wultt's Recovery, kAurray,
KY 436-5560

Mowing & Trimming
Reasonable Rates
Free Estimates

759-1449
Call
Leave Message

LAMB Brothers Tree Service 502-436-5744
LAWN care, sheetrock finishing, painting, small carCall
penter repair
489-2154
LAWN care, mowing & trimming. 436-2528.

°nun"
NETS9

CUSTOM SOTCSMEN CABI
CUSTOM WOODWORIUNG

Al Types Of:

•

BACKHOE Service, complete foundations, septic
systems. R.H Nesbitt, Construction Phone 492-8516,
pager 762-7221.

LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
carpets, upholstery, free
estimates 753-5827

and
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

BOB'S Plumbing Service.
Installation and repair, all
work guaranteed
753-1134 or 436-5832.

LEWIS Exterior Cleaning
houses, mobile homes,
brick & vinyl, buildings,
R.V.'s, sidewalks, free estimates (502)753-6490.

ece

BRYON'S lawn service.
Free estimates. 759-1522.

UCENSED for electric and
gas. 753-7203.

BUILDER, homes, additions, garages, foundations. Tripp Williams
753-0563.

MARC'S lawn service.
753-6226, 753-4168.

A & J Lawn Care

MB GENERAL CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENCE: Carpentry, painting, electrical, plumbing,
siding, other & apart. maint.
(502)436-2819 fax or
modem avail.

For Your Lawn Care Needs
You Can Depend On Us

BUSHHOGGING gardens,
plowed disked, driveways
graded. 437-4030.
CARPET CLEANING, by
KTN, free estimates
753-4034.
CARPET cleaning - Make
your spring cleaning easier,
have your carpets professionally cleaned. Thermax
carpet cleaning has been in
business 22yrs. 1st room
$25.00 each additional
room $15.00, sofa $25.00,
chair $15.00v
chemicals, labor and all
non bleaching stains. Call
759-4459 to schedule
appointment
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks. Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc. Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value. Roy Hill 759-4664.
CARROLL'S Custom garden tilling, grader blade
work, bush hogging lots,
estimates
free
502-492-8622.
CHIM Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% Senior
citizen discounts. We sell
chimney caps and screens.
435-4191.

Quality Wood
Furnishings
Custom: Cabinets,
Furniture, Moulding

502-382-2534
C. LYKINS Concrete finishing. Jobs big or small.
502-247-3451
or
559-0285.
COOKSEY'S Plumbing
service. 436-2667

MOBILE home painting,
town or country, free estimates. 436-5536.
MOODY'S mower repair,
pick-up and delivery.
753-5668.
MULCH, delivered Murray
area. 436-5560.
PAINTING int., ext. Spring
specials. All types of home
repair, free estimates. Call
anytime 436-503,2.
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service. Call
436-5255.
RILEY Remodeling & Construction. Garages, additions, porches, decks, roofing, vinyl siding & trim, re
placement windows.
Owner Jerry Riley. Phone
502-489-2907.
ROCKY Colson home repair, plumbing, roofing, siding & additions. All type
home & mobile home re
pair. Free estimates.
474-2307.
ROTO Tilling; gardens,
landscapes. Experienced,
responsible. 753-0611 after 5:30pm.
SEAMLESS gutters installed, residential or commercial, Serval Gutter Co.
753-6433.
SEWING machine repair.
Kenneth Barnhill,
753-2674. Stella, KY.
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment. Free estimates. Day or night,
753-5484.

COUNTERTOPS. custom.
Homes, trailers, offices.
Wulff's Recovery, Murray
436-5560.

TEENAGE male wants
yards to mow. 753-1176.
Leave message.

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service. Complete installation and service. Call Gary at
759-4754.

THE Gutter Co. Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors. Licensed, insured. Estimate available.
759-4690.

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar

TIDYLAWN & yard service.
Complete lawn & yard
cleaning & care tree trimming, light hauling, free estimates. 474-8570.

CUSTOM tilling & small
bush hogging. 489-2995.
DAVID'S cleaning services. We dean vinyl, brick,
drive ways, sidewalks, mobile homes, R V. 759-4734.
DRYWALL Finishing: we
finish all your needs, new
homes, repairs and additions. Tex and blown ceilings. 25 yrs exp. If its not
right we. make it right. Paschall Drywall. 489-2376.
DRYWALL, finishing, repairs, additions and blowing ceilings. 753-4761.
EXPERIENCED drywall
finishing. References available. Call Jerry Perkins at
436-2060.
HAVE saw will travel
Tree trim, removal, hauling.
spring clean-ups, mulching, free estimates
492-8254
HERE it is! Reliable, efficMnt lawn mowing at a
reasonable price Call
Joe's Mowing Service,
753-5643 for residential
and commercial lawns
I'M BAAAAACK- complete
professional tree care,
deadwooding. topping,
pruning, complete removal,
cabling, pests control, fertilization by JOHN BOVER
Former clients or new call
436-5334_

TREE trimming, carpentry,
gutter cleaning. Clean out
sheds, attics Free estimates. Paul Lamb
436-2269, 436-2102.
VCR REPAIR: Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15; most repairs
$35. Free estimates.Route
1, Almo. Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon.-Fri.; 753-0530.
VINYL siding installed, trim
covered and replacement
windows, free estimates.
Call 435-4588 or 753-6520.
WE service and clean window and central air conditioning units 753-4684 or
759-4803.
WILL mow yards & other
yard work Call 437-4071
WINDOW air conditioning
repairs/cleaning 753-5958
-get your unit ready'.

Hate cleaning?
No time to
clean?
Will clean house,
office, etc.
Reasonable rates,
references. Call
759-2599 or 7599215. Leave message if no answer.

Custom Woodworking

• Drop By And See Cr Showroom •
Sunbury • Murray (Behind Bunny Breed)

753-5940

Owner
Alan Marlin

492-8707

HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.
Hwy. 641 North • Murray, KY 42071
Hrs. Mon.-FrL 9:0c- a.m.=4:00 Fiqrt
Anytime By Appointment

502-759-1333
Service and Quality At Everyday Low Prices
Complete indoor display for your privacy and year around convenience.

16F;c.
'
jt
1.1-1

C & C
Nursery

*LANDSCAPING
*Mulching & Mulch Delivery
*Trimming & Fertilizing
*Tractor Work

753-2993
-011 Br°1436, Tree Trimming
Quaity Serke \>
Tree Remov4
gill
Free Estimlas
Landscaping
s
24 Hour Servte _
Yard Ma** Tree Service CieanuP Service
Light Hauling, Et
He Trimming
Nried & Operated By TIM LAMB
Licensed & Insured

502-436-5744 • 1-800-548-5262
RH. Nesbitt

Construction

Backhoe Service
Laser Leveling
Certified Septic Installer
Backhoe Trucking

Masonry
Concrete
Complete Foundations
Boxbiade Work

Free Estimates
502-492-8516 eii4
/ Pager 762-7221 e

4,414

New Rate Charge
Effective April 1, 1995
Classified Line Ads
(Reader Ads)
30 per word, $6.00 min. 1st day
6' per word per day for each
additional consecutive day
$2.00 extra for shopper
(Tues. classifieds go into Shopping Guide)

Classified Ad Display Rates
$6.00 Column Inch
40% Discount 2nd Run
60% Discount 3rd Run
All 3 days must run within 6 day period.
$2.00 per column inch extra for Tues.
Shopping Guide.
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LOOKING BACK

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gait, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT I'm a 77-year-old
female: who has been fairly healthy
until a couple of years ago, at which
time I began to have stomach pain. Xrays and an upper GI were negative.
My doctor has now prescribed
Prilosec once a day It helps as long
as I watch my diet, no iced cream.
chocolate, coffee, or spicy foods How
can I get rid of the pain' It feels as if
there is a fire in my stomach.
DEAR READER The fact that your
abdominal discomfort is worsened by
certain foods and lessened by Prilosec
(a drug to reduce the formation of
stomach acid) suggests that your
problem is in some way related to
hyperacidity.
X-rays of your stomach would probably have shown an ulcer or hiatal
hernia if you had these conditions, but
X-rays are notoriously unreliable in
diagnosing gastritis (inflammation of
the stomach lining) and other subtle
abnormalities in the upper gastrointestinal tract.
Therefore, I believe you would be
best served by consulting with a gastroenterologist Ask your family physician for a referral.

I am certain that the specialist will
be able to diagnose your condition
during endoscopy. a special test that
enables him to examine your upper
intestine through a lighted fiberoptic
tube.
At this point, the ministrations by
your doctor have been ineffective. You
need a specialist
DEAR DR. GOTT My husband has
a 50-year habit of beer drinking He
has experienced abdominal pain and
indigestion. Is the beer to blame?
DEAR READER: Probably Alcohol
affects virtually every organ in the
body. It is especially toxic to the liver,
in which chronic inflammation
(hepatitis) and scarring (cirrhosis)
may cause abdominal pain.
Also, alcohol produces stomach
inflammation (gastritis), ulcers, and
pancreatic irritation, which can lead
to severe indigestion and intestinal
bleeding.
Your husband should see a doctor
for two reasons.
First, the physician, using blood
tests and X-rays, needs to diagnose
the cause of your husband's symptoms and offer appropriate therapy.
Second, if your husband is an alcoholic (based on his history and the

Tea years ago
Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Blood Bank has been
granted renewal of its accreditation by American Association of
Blood Banks, according to Stuart
Poston, hospital administrator.
Elected as new officers of Calloway County Bar Association
were Rick Jones, Rick Lamkin
and Randy Hutchens.
Fred Stratton, president and
chief executive officer of Board
of Briggs & Stratton Company,
will deliver the keynote address
at the annual banquet of MurrayCalloway County Chamber of
Commerce on April 15 at Curris
Center Ballroom, Murray State
University.
"Going Down Country Lane"
was the theme of the annual benefit luncheon and card party held
by Garden Department of Murray
Woman's Club.
Twenty years ago
Murray Vocational School
Chapter of Future Business Leaders of America captured 10 first,
second and third place awards at
the FBLA Region One Leadership Conference held at Murray

results of his tests), this problem
must be addressed as yell, with counseling. a detoxification program and
referral to a self help group, such as
Alcoholics Anonymous
Your husband should not delay
seeking medical help, because if he is
suffering the consequences of alcohol
abuse, they could be fatal
To give you more information, I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Help II - Mental Substance
Abuse " Other readers who would like
a copy should send $2 plus a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope to P.O.
Box 2433, New York. NY 10163 Be
sure to mention the title.
. 1996 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

DR. GOTT
PETER
GOTT, M.D.
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CATHY
YOU CAN (OH FOR HEAVEN'S
SEE THE
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IT'S NONE OF MY BUSINESS
HOW YOU SPEND YOUR MONEY.
I 3LIST WANT TO SEE THE...

IT'S NONE Of
HER ausimEss,
HOWEVER, IT'S
A RELATED
INDUSTRY._

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, April 6, the 96th day of 1995. There are 269
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On April 6, 1909, explorers Robert E. Peary and Matthew A. Henson became the first men to reach the North Pole. (The claim, disputed by skeptics, was upheld in 1989 by the Navigation Foundation.)
On this date:
In 1830, the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints was organax Joseph Smith in Fayette, N.Y.
ized)
11(1862, the Civil War Battle of Shiloh began as the Confederates
attacked Union forces in Tennessee.
In 1896, the first modern Olympic games formally opened in
Athens, Greece.
In 1917, Congress approved a declaration of war against Germany.
In 1945, 50 years ago, during World War II, the Japanese warship
Yamato and nine other vessels sailed on a suicide mission to attack
the U.S. fleet off Okinawa; the fleet was intercepted the next day.
In 1963, the United States and Britain signed an agreement under
which the Americans would sell Polaris A-3 missiles to the British.
In 1965, the United States launched the Early Bird communications
satellite.
In 1983, saying rock 'n' roll bands attracted "the wrong element,"
Interior Secretary James Watt declined to invite the Beach Boys to
perform at a Washington Fourth of July celebration — a stand he later
reversed.
In 1992, ethnic warfare erupted in Bosnia-Herzegovina as the European Community recognized the former Yugoslav republic as an independent state.
Ten years ago: William J. Schroeder became the first artificial heart
recipient to be discharged from the hospital as he moved into an apartment in Louisville, Ky. Gaafar Nimeiri, the president of Sudan, was
overthrown in a coup.
Five years ago: Secretary of State James Baker and Soviet Foreign
Minister Eduard Shevardnadze concluded three days of talks in
Washington, after which Shevardnadze personally delivered to President Bush a letter from Soviet President Mikhail S. Gorbachev.
One year ago: Supreme Court Justice Harry A. Blackmun
announced his retirement after 24 years. The presidents of Rwanda
and Burundi were killed in a mysterious plane crash near Rwanda's
capital — widespread violence erupted in Rwanda over claims the
plane had been shot down. A Palestinian suicide-bomber killed seven
Israelis in an attack on a bus in Afula.
Today's Birthdays: Composer-conductor Andre Previn is 66. Actor
Ivan Dixon is 64. Country singer Merle Haggard is 58. Actor Billy
Dee Williams is 58. Actor Roy Thinnes is 57. Singer Michelle Phillips
is 51. Actor John Ratzenberger is 48. Actress Marilu Henner is 43.
Figure skater Janet Lynn is 42.
Thought for Today: "History is the ship carrying living memories
to the future." — Sir Stephen Spender, British poet and critic.

ACROSS
1 Abandon
7 Chemical
dye
12 Antenna
13 Singer Richie
15 Grimes ID
16 Ceremonies
18 — Mans
19 Grad. deg
21 Building sites
22 Kiln
24 "Mommie
Dearest star
26 N.J. cagers
28 — Diamond
Phillips
29 Sprite
31 Indisposed
33 "Biloxi Blues"
playwright
(Inas.)
34 Small
36 TV's latest
Superman
38 Fosse ID
40 "Little
piggies"

GARFEF:LD

MALLARD FILLMORE

PEANUTS
I'VE NEVER BEEN
50 MAD IN
ALL M‘Y LIFE!

THAT KID OVER THERE ! WE
WON ALL MY MARBLES!!
HE NEVER TOLD ME WE
WERE PLAYING FOR'KEEPS"!

Campground in Land Between
the Lakes will be open for public
use on May 15, according to
Sherrill Miliken, project director.
More than 200 camping sites
have been prepared for campers.
Installed as new officers of
Murray Junior Chamber of Commerce were Gedric Paschall,
Howard Steely, Joe Allbritten and
Richard Knight at a banquet held

TODAY IN HISTORY

REMEMBER WHEN YOU
SCARED MY
YEAH,HEI4DATE LAST
HEM- HEN,Ti4AT
WEE)?
WAS REA,LiN
FUNNY

:70.:02101

State Lniversity.
Murray Civitan Club has
announced the winners of its Citizenship Essay Contest on "Good
Citizens: The Need of the
World." They are Cheryl Jackson, first, Margaret Greer, second, and Jimmy Jarreu, third, all
of Calloway County High School.
Their English teacher is Betty
Riley.
Joe Geurin, Mark Bucy and
Terry Yarbrough are pictured
with their catch of crappie taken
while fishing out of Fords Creek
on Lake Barkley.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Dodd,
March 23.
Thirty years ago
Facilities at Rushing Creek

WHY DON'T YOU SNEAK
UP BEHIND HIM AND HIT
HIM UJITH A STICK?

42 Drops of
sweat
45 Level
(poetic)
47 Mineo
namesakes
49 Competitor
50 Sales
condition
(2 wds )
52 Ceremony
54 16 ozs
55 Army ott
56 Duck
59 Pacino ID
61 Composed
63 Nifty — Dirt
Band
65 Evaluated
66 "Old —"

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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LOT SPAGHETTI
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OIDEBURNS TEN
I TE LO
SCORER
GL CZARS
ALME PAIR MAH
DOA HORNE USA
OAR DREGS GEL
4-6 it!) 1995 United Feature Syndicate

DOWN
1 Large vessel
a
2 — Sea
3 Reiner ID
4 Broadcast
5 Shadow
6 — John

7 Resilient
8 Lubricate
9 Average
(hyph wd
10 Amidst
11 — Riddle

Ell" ill 11111119 Ill"
NM•will
16
IP
Mil
Mill NI
II ill ill II il
III ill 111 Bil
II
ill lil 11
ill
Nil
ill ill
WIWI "
ill "
ill II 47
II ill "•il "
II ilia
' 1111
IMP II
6

all
1414
'

il

14 “— — pray"
17 Colorado
Indians
20 Island
23 — dente
24 E-H linkup
25 Send forth
27 Strikebreaker
30 Son of Seth
32 Capital of
Ukraine
35 Longed (for)
37 — file
38 "Flashdance"
star
39 "Addams
Family" Uncle
41 Sever
43 Argue
44 Grad -to-be
46 Nickel symbol
48 Artificial
51 Young oyster
53 Ireland
57 Native of
fsuff
58 Mae West
role
60 Unit of light
62 Prosecutor
(abbr )
64 Landry ID

at Triangle Inn. Board members
include Fred Wells, Harry Allison, Paul Mansfield, Will Ed
Bailey and Robert Garmond.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Parker, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Buddy McDougal, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Buford
Downey, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. James Washer.
Forty years ago
James Cromwell Smith of
Murray is now taking his basic
training at Lackland Air Force
Base, Texas.
Calloway County Sheriff
Brigham Futrell has published a
list of delinquent tax payers for
1954.
Frances Jean Futrell, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Brigham Futrell,
won her wings as an American
Airline Stewardess. She is currently assisgnecl to flight duty out
of new Amon Carter Field at Fort
Worth, Texas.
Mr. and Mrs. T.B. Culpepper
and daughters, Cynthia and Ginger, of Williston, N.D., have been
the guests of relatives and friends
here. Former residents of Murray,
they operated a grocery store on
South 12th Street while living
here.

DEAR ABBY: The letter from
"Grieving Widow, Edgewater, Fla.,"
concerning Living Wills brought
back some painful memories.
My husband died of a heart
attack a year ago. When I discovered him, he had already started to
turn blue. I called 911. The police
arrived quickly and began administering CPR. After what seemed like
a long time, I finally said, "Please
stop; my husband has suffered with
pain for years, and lately he's been
talking about suicide — let him go!
He has a Living Will."
They said they were under
standing orders to apply CPR until
the emergency medical technicians
arrived. When they got there, the
police told them abo-ctt the Living
Will, but they insisted on contacting
his doctor. I was grateful that the
doctor instructed them to discontinue CPR. This illustrates that only
the doctor's decision counts — not
what the patient wants.
Later the police officers, who
were very comforting, told me that
my husband was already gone when
they arrived.
It angers me when doctors who
oppose the right to die insist they
can keep patients free from pain.
My husband tried for years to get
some relieffrom constant pain.
Doctors are not gods, and we
should stop putting them in that
position.
WITHOUT FREEDOM
OF CHOICE
DEAR WITHOUT: Your letter
underscores the importance of
stating one's wishes in writing.
That is why I urge readers to
have a Living Will. Also, it is
imperative that physicians
agree to honor it.
* * *

DEAR ABBY: I was shocked by
the report of the grieving widow in
Edgewater, Fla., Whose physician
refused to honor her husband's Living Will. His refusal was contrary to
federal law.
The Patient Self-Determination
Act became effective on Dec. 1,
1991, and established without question that medical personnel and
health-care institutions must
respect and comply with Living
Wills executed by mentally competent persons. Failure to abide by
those instructions may lead to malpractice suits.
It is also now well-established by
law and by court decisions that a
mentally competent patient may
accept or reject any recommended
treatment. If the patient has signed
a Living Will and should become
unable to communicate, the "next of
kin" is authorized to make decisions
on behalf of the patient.
Even now, it may not be too late
for the grieving widow to take
action.
ROY TORCASO,PRESIDENT,
HEMLOCK SOCIETY OF THE
NATIONAL CAPITAL AREA,
MCLEAN,VA.
ale

DEAR ABBY: You tell old people
it's all right for them to hug, touch
and kiss, but what about getting
between the sheets for a little sex
once in a while?
We are both M years old, in good
health, and we are very good
friends. Is this an unpardonable
sin?
H.B. IN ILLINOIS
DEAR H.B.: I am not authorized to pardon sins, but if I
were, I would worry less about
what two old lovers did
between the sheets and more
about man's inhumanity to
man.
* * *

To order "How to Write Letters for All
Occasions," send a business-sized, selfaddressed envelope, plus check or money
order for 0.95 4430 in Canada/ to: Dear
Abby, Letter Booklet, P.O. Box 447,
Mount Morris, Ill. 51054-0447.(Postage in
ncluded.)
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1) Children ages 3-10 are eligible.

COLORING BOOK

2) Completed picture with name, age and
phone number should be turned in to the
business who sponsored the page the
child has chosen to color by April 13, 1995.
3) Contestants may submit one entry per
business and will be judged on coloring
skills, color-combinations and originality.
4) A panel of impartial judges will decide
he two top winners in each category:ages
3-4, 5-6-7, and 8-9-10.
5) First place winner in each category will
receive $10,second place in each category
will receive $5.

,
memo

41-4141111104004.km;4-4-r..7'
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"The Great Taste
Of A
Great Country"

3

"Where Good Things
Come Together"

SIRLOIN STOCKADE
Bel-Air Center • 753-0440
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FAMILY
. STEAK HOUSE

Happy Easter
from Adam, Lisa, Whitney
& Sydney Carver
and the rest of the
Sirloin Stockade family.
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t

Name
Age
Phone

See What We Have For Easter:
ItE

DMORE

BOOK*CARD
Chestnut Hills 759-9758

• ...r•atiSt60,,e4.10444

Russell Stover Candies • Easter Novelties
Wrap • Stickers • Easter Baskets
jit Bunnies and lots more
Easter Goodies!

5
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..THURSDAY._APRIL. 6. 1995_

SALE • SALE.SALE • SALE • SALE • SALE • SALE • SALE

10%

OFF

Any Pair of Children's Shoes
(when you bring in this colored picture)

sHoe
sensaTion

74 Pm/ea Au* ,die 7ePotirea Priee
Chestnut Hills Murray • Ky Oaks Mall Paducah
443-1331
753-6242

Brl
Col
Ar

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Bring In This
Coloring Page
And Receive
One
Children's Movie

FREE

THURSDAY, APRIL 6, 1995

Over 8,000 Movies In Stock!
Mon.-Sat.
10-11
Fri. & Sat.
10-11
Sunday
12-10

• \VI
\\

46
/

Central
Shopping
Center

Sales and Rentals

VIDEO SUPER STORE

753-7670

We Have The
Best Selection
Of Super
Nintendos
In Town!

7

8

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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A martial art;

k- -4merica

THE FAMILY CLUB )

Where Families Grow Strong Together

Tae
Kwon
Do
"Tae Kwon Do is the best thing
I've ever done for my child!"
•We Teach All Ages
-Trial Program No Obligation

(502)753-0111

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

pizZ4

PAPAJOHNt
Delt.temA.rugniPt.pri

THURSDAY, APRIL 6, 1995

Color this page and bring it to
Papa John's Pizza and receiVe one
Small Cheese Pizza 19

® FREE!!
with purchase of Large Pizza at regular price

9

10

MURRAY tEDGER 8,-
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Nam
Age

Phor

Bring this page to Shoney's Restaurant
by Friday, April 14 and
you may win a 21 inch Shoney Bearl.

slloNa

Hwy. 641 North • 753-9257

•

•

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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11

•

•

•

•
•
e

Ommimmil

•

NOBODY
KNOWS
LIKE

'.

(Any Style Crust)

•

41

S.

How You Like Pizza At Home.
4441111

Two Medium - Two Toppings
Two Cokes

•

N

0 IN

0 Q.

s
•EA;gre
1099

5/31/95

VaId at parttipating Mon only Not vaiid volth any other otter. Prices may vary. Customs. pays salsa Nu wham acpetcabla Delivery areas 'finked 10
Om,* Sal• &king Our drivers carry Moe than $20.00 C•111 vaispa 1120a. Our <Inver, ars nor ponaltilkl to. SI.deloverles
•
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Nam

Age _

Phon

1
E

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Two FREE
Children's Movie
Rentals When You
Bring In This Page

MURRAY

RENTAL:SALES

CENTER
200 E. Main St.

Murray

7534201

THURSDAY, APRIL 6, 1995
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•

.114

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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Color this page and bring it to
Oakwood Studio and receive a
8x10 color portrait by joining
our Kids Club (Tues. or Thurs.)
Dixieland Center (in the Breezeway)
Murray • 753-7050

FREE!
Offer Expires 5-31-95

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

THURSDAY, APRIL 6, 1995

APPLE TREE SCHOOL
Owners - Robert & Linda Kilpatrick
Stadium View Dr.

753-9356

16
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Paducah • Mayfield • Princeton
Calvert City

